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BOY SCOUTS ORCAN1ZE
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FOR WORK IN CLOVIS
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REDUCTION

BAPTIST

PUNNED

A regular troop of Boy Scouts of
FOR SANTA FE FORCES
CAPACITY America has been organized in Clovis
and sixteen boys are meeting regular
ly under the direction of Rev. C. D. Company Will bo Busy Calling Road
Will Bulla Now Loading Dock and
Poston, according to reports from
Back to Pro-WCondition.
Increase Storage Capacity
Scout headquarters.
Outlook U Bright.
To 120,000 Tom.
Thursday evening at 6:30 has been
set as the regular meeting hour and
No reduction of forces In any deand
capacity
storage
Doubling the
at present meetings are held in the partment is planned by the Santa Fe,
dockage apace of the local plant of
basement of the Christian Church.
dethe Railways Ice Company are Includ- However, the Scouts are looking for according to local oficials. Every
partment is now busy and will be
according
ed In the schedule for 1921,
larger quarters, and if nothing better
to
to 0. P. Walters. Manager. The con can be secured they plan to build an kept busy in getting the road back
conditions it was stated Wedas
just
struction work will be started
adobe cabin for their own use.
nesday.
soon as the material is on the ground,
The Scout organization is a worthy
While the freight traffic is unusuerected
be
will
building
and the now
one ad every boy in Clovis has been ally light at the present time, the pasiuit south of the present site.
urged to join. Eight more boys are
through to California
Present storage capacity of the needed immediately to fill out three senger traffic
is
than last year, and
much
heavier
the
when
plant is 60,000 tons, and
patrols, it is announced.
within a short time an increase in
new building Is completed izo.uuu
freight shipments is expected. Fruit
tons can be stored. The freezing ca- HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
shipments from California will start
ANNUAL
pacity of the plant Is 00 tons daily,
PUBLISH
WILL
in earnest within the next two months,
presat
increased
bo
will
not
and this
is now being
The Clovis High School will pub- and a record business
ent. Th company plans to store up

IB

pre-w- ar

Ice during the winter to take core of
tho summer rush, when the demand
runs about 2G0 totu daily.
Only a very small per cent of the
Ice manufactured here is used in Clo-vithe greater part of It going to
the fruit and meat trains that pass

s,

through fore.

planned for.
While the labor situation is much
better than it has been since the war
and it is no trouble to secure labor
in all departments, the local shops are
taxed to the limit to take caro of the
of equipment. Only
necessary
few shop employes have been laid
off from work over the entire system,
it is stated.

lish a school annual this year, accord-

ing to plans now under way. The
staff Is already at work securing
photographs and snapshots of student
life, and promises to make the book
one to be proud of.

up-kc-

PEACH TREES NOT
PROFITABLE

IS

m
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Hat Cared For 86 Patiants Sine
October 7th, With Not
Singls Death.
j
Caring for 66 patients with not a
single death is the record of the local
Baptist hospital, acording to! Miss
Hunter, superintendent. Three nurses
are now employed at the hospital.
The building is now completed,
with the exception of a part of the
basement and a portion of the interior decorating, and practically all
the necessary equipment is installed.
The building, which cost $35,000,
is an institution of which Clovis may
well be proud, and the record which
the hospital has made thus far is an
enviable one.

Mountains
of coal whole
mountains of it.
That's the sight that greets
the eye in the Santa Fe yards
south of the ice plant, where
16,000 tons of fuel are stacked
on the ground.
And it will all be used up, and
more, too, before the winter is
past.
Each year tho railroad com
pany stacks a mountain, of cor.l
in tho yards for use during the
year. A big steam shovel, pick-ing up five tons at a bite, la
kept buoy leading cars to be
dumped into the coal chuto.
Locomotives coaling here use
about 200 tors each dr.y.

ANOTHER BIG WELL

4

L. NICKERSON HAS

RETURNED TO LOS ANGlfcXES

FAMOUS

VILLISTA

CASE

Nickerson, who attempted
suicide on the Santa re passenger
near Vaughn on December 6th, left District Judge Acti on Supreme
Bench During tho Absence
for his homo In Los Angeles this
of Judge Reynolds.
to
morning. Nickerson attempted
take his life by shooting himself in
Judge Sam Bratton returned this
the head, and since that time has
been cared for in the local Baptist week from Santa Fe where he has
been serving as a member of the Su
Hospital.
preme Court,! filling tho place of
Mrs. C. E. Smyer and children, Judge Reynolds who is in California.
who have been at Iowa City, Iowa,
Judge Bratton, while In Santa, Fe,
will arrive here this week to spend was sitting as one of the judges in
the holidays at home. Mr. Smyer the famous Villista case. The sixteen
will leave Thursday for Albuquerque Villista murderers who were pardoned
' where he will meet them and accom
by Governor Larrazolo on November
pany them home..
22, are now seeking through habeas
corpus proceedings, to secure their
freedom, their pardons not becoming
effective on account of an injunction
from the District Court.
The Supreme Court has not yet
rendered a decision In the case and it
is believed by many that they will not
until after the holidays. These six
sjtjijMr
teen Villistas were convicted for their
part in the Columbus raid of a few
years ago and the outcome of thl
case will be wa'ched with much in
terest by the people elsewhere, as
well as here In New Mexico.
S.

L.

When Improvements are Completed
Clovis' Water Supply Will Bo
More Than Doubled.
The City Council, on Monday night.
let the contract for another big welt
that will help supply Clovis with
water. The contract was awarded to
Sperry and Brunning of Artesia, the
same firm that put down the deep
well that is now supplying the city
with water.
The contract price for digging the
well is $16,000. To this must be added the cost of casing and other
equipment which will run the total
expenditure around $21,000. Members of the council figured that this
was a reasonable bid in that the
other big well put down several yearn
ago, cost within a few hundred dol
lars of this amount.
Work will be commenced at once
and the contractors figure that the
new well should be completed in
about ninety days. It will have a
capacity' of from 400 to 600 gallon
per minute or a minimum of around
24,000 gallons per hour and will more,
than double the water supply of the
city. When the new well is completed, Clovis will have the best water
supply of any town in this entire
section of the country.

The SociaTMessage
of Jesus
Jini

sj

OCNCAN-CLAM-

l

$2.00 PER YEAR'

MOUNTAINS OF COAL

IN VALLEY
The additional dock, when completed will enable the company to ice
An item in the Roswcll News tells
twice as many trains as they CBn
the farmers in the Pecos Valley JUSTICE OF PEACE ELECTION
about
handle at present.
WILL BE HELD JANUARY 10
chopping down their peach trees and
They defirewood.
selling
them
for
PLEASANT
CLOVIS AND
Elections for Justice of the Peace
paying propo
HILL CLASH TONIGHT clare peaches are not a
will be held in the several precincts
ia
very
uncertain,
sition as the crop
In the county on the 10th of January.
due to the late freezes after the trees
A basketball game haa been matchLittle interest Is taken in this election
bloomed.
have
ed between Clovis and Pleasant Hill
as there are usually few candidates
in the High School gymnasium this NEW PLANING MILL
for the office.
evening. Several of last year's chamABOUT COMPLETED
pionship team will appear In the lineup, and a live game is assured.
The Clovia Planing Mill has about
The gsme starta at 8:00 o'clock. completed its new building Just south
follows: forwards, of the Long-BeClovis line-u- p
Lumber Co. and will
centers, How- be ready for business after January.
Pendcrgrassj
and
Crow
ell and Walling, guards, Raybourne 1st..
and Hobdy..
NEW SCHOOL BUILDING
READY AFTER JANUARY 1
J. A. MATTHEWS INJURED
IN RUNAWAY LAST FRIDAY
J. W. Mordecni says he will have
J. A. Matthews, a farmer living in twelve rooms of the new Eugene LJ- - v ' .1,lf"''UW'll.' ii
the Ranchvale district northwest of Field school building ready for use
Clovis, was seriously injured lust rrl immediately after the holidays. Mr,
dav afternoon when his team ran Morducal has made excellent progress
the on the building during the past few
Br S. J.
away, throwing him beneath
(Chlessa Kvtnliui Post.)
wagon. The wagon passed over his weeks as he has been able to obtain
EVER did the world need more than now to hear
body breaking one leg and Injuring plenty of labor.
the authoritative voice of Jesus,
him internally.
Mt. Matthews was bringing a load
If we are to bring order out of chaos, peace
out of conflict, brotherhood out of clash of class
of turkeys to town and the accident
and group, we must return in humble spirit to
occurred on the highway a few miles
the Bethlehem manger, to the Nazareth shop, to
west of Clovis.
TENTATIVE PROGRAM
the market place, the seashore or the mountain
It was reported that the injuries
side, where the message of Jesus was spoken to
would probably be fatal, but hospital
the hearts of men.
authorities reported Wednesday that Marion, Ohio, Dec. 20. Strapping of
Jesus believed in man. It is well to empha
he was improving.
the League of Nations, adoption of a
size this fact in an age of cynicism. There was
resolution declaring formal peace
no room for desnair in His nhilosonhv. He came
WORK TO BE SUSPENDED
with Germany and the calling of a
FOR A FEW WEEKS world conference to organize a new into a world where force and fraud and oppression prevailed,
Association of Nations la the tenta- and to the hour of His triumphant death He never doubted
As soon as the foundation la com tive proeram which President-Eloc- t
that love and justice and freedom were possible in human reDieted, work will be discontinued on Harding has in mind, it was under lations.
Jesus believed in man as a potential Son of God. His ideal
the new Methodist church until spring stood here today. His plan for an
weather, according to statements Is- BMociation of nations includes two for society contemplated the emancipation of man from the
control of material things. Mammon should not rule; there
sued this week. Those in charge of banic features.
should be no occasion for anxious thought concerning any need
the work figure more can be accom
strictly
court,
International
1. An
of the body; the spiritual nature of man should be free to
plished by waiting a few weeks to
Judicial in nature, to administer
realize its highest destiny.
push the work.
revised code of international law.
In the program that He worked out as He toiled at the
2. Frequent meetings of the asso
TURKEY DINNER
bench He planned that service should be the motive and coelation for conference over Interna-tionaoperation the method in human industry. We have substituted
problems not within Jurisdic
Mr. and Mra. Jno. O. Howard defor service, and mutual exploitation for codelegates not being
lightfully entertained Friday evening tton of the court
operation. While these rule in motive and method we shall
in
advance.
at a seven o'clock turkey dinner. bound
never realize the happiness He desired for us the happiness
Harding's first step In the organi
Covers were laid for Rev. and Mrs.
we seek.
or
nations
association
the
of
zation
C. D. Poston and son, Charles, Mr.
Jesus set small store by charity. The philanthropy of
for
conference
a
nrohnblv will be
almsgiving
and Mm. Jeff Hlghtower, Mr. and
was to Him a mere cloik for the imperfections and
of International law,
inequities of human relations. He put all the emphasis of
Mrs. C. W. Harrison, Mr. and Mrs.
In
plan
is
the
his
of
keynote
Tho
G. P. Kuykendall, Mr. and Mra. W. H.
His teaching and example upon justice and love. In a world
court which the confer
where
Collins, Mrs. E. W. Reagan and Mrs. ternational
these prevailed charity would be unnecessary.
ence feature organized on a loose baWc have traveled so far from the ideals of Jesus it is not
Earl Cassel.
the
Interna easy to
sis after the fashion of
restore them. But there is no other way to find a pertional "forum" suggested by Hiram manent solution for the troubles that disturb us. His road is
MASONIC LODGE NAMES
recently.
NEW OFFICERS FOR 1921 Johnson
the only road. It involves sacrifice. We cannot avoid the cross.
The plan follows In a general way But beyond Calvary lies the realization of our hopes.
At the regular communication of the campaign suggestions .made by
It is not enough that the spirit of Jesus should be won
the Masonic Lodge, Tuesday, the fol- Harding in his speech of acceptance shiped in our temples or revered in our homes. It is not enough
lowing officers were elected for the and his Lenguo of Nations speech that His sympathy and help should be expressed in our hosAugust 28. It virtually Ignores the pitals, our orphanages, our institutions for the poor and the
vear 1021.
Worshipful Master, W. H. Duck- Versailles Treaty and tho League of afflicted. To be satisfied with this is to evade the real challenge
Nations.
worth.
of His message and to lose the real meaning of His promise.
It is likely that foreign adoption of
Senior Warden, E. R. Hardwick.
The spirit of Jesus must be brought into factory and mine
the peace resolution Informal negotiaJunior Warden, C. N. Hardy.
and bank and railrocd system; into store and office.
tions will have to be entered Into be
Treasurer, 8. A. Jones.
It must reveal to us that man is more than the machine
tween Germany and the Allied powers with which he works; that material wealth was meant to be
Secretary, P. A. LaShler.
The following officers for 1021 over clnltrw presented by the United the servant, not the master, of the human soul; that the makStates to Germany for sunken ships, ing of a life is the supreme thing, for which the making of a
were appointed:
confiscation of Amorican proporty In livelihood is merely incidental.
Senior Deacon, J. C. Luikart.
enemy countries, and other griev
Until we get this vision, we will approach the solution of
Junior Deacon, J. O. Howard.
our problems without true understanding.
Senior Stewart, Milton Brown, Jr. ances.
The negotiations looking to a new
It is time that men who believe in Jesus should make
Junior Stewart, W. S. Carmack.
association of nations will proceed their faith count not merely in religious observance, but in
Chaplin, E. W. Bowyer.
through
and human relations; in civic duty; in business; in industrial man
diplomatic channels
Tvler. F. A. Dillon.
should be well under way within three agement; in the tasks of office and workshop.
The Installation of the new
The hope of the world rests upon the leadership of Jesus,
will take place at the regular or four months after Harding's Inaug- urat'on, his advisors here predict.
communication on December Z7tn.
ll
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POST OFFICE CLERKS

FEDERAL HIGHWAY MAN
INSPECTS ROADS

HERE

James C. Long, of Albuquerque,
representative of the bureau of pub
lic roads of the Department of Agri
culture, was in Clovis Saturday inspecting the highway projects under
construction in Curry County.
The construction on the highway
from Texico to Clovis and from Clovis to Portales, is well under way,
according to Mr. Long, and the project for the improvement of the high
way between Clovis and Grady has
been approved.
Mr. Long was formerly major
of engineers of the Rainbow Division.
MODERN SERVICE STATION
MOVES TO NEW LOCATION

The Modern Service Station Is mov
ing from its present location with the
Admiral welding shop on Monroe Ave.
to the old McFarlin building on West
The local postoffice has been ex- Grand Avenue. The Admiral Weldceptionally busy this week handling ing shop will add more equipment
the outgoing Christmas mail. Each and occupy the entire building at its
day's huge pile of packages has been present location.
dispatched, notwithstanding the fact
that it has required some night work ELKS ACTING AS SANTA
to get the mail all out. The incoming
CLAUS AGAIN THIS YEAR
mall is also heavy, the Christmas
The Elks lodge, will as usual, dis
packages commencing to arrive in in
tribute Christmas presents to the
creased numbers this week.
Last year the local postoffice force needy In Clovis. As has heretofore
figured that they handled a big busi been the custom, coal and necessities,
ness at this point, It having broken as well as candy, iS.uita, nuts and
trinkets for the kiddles will be sent
all previous records, but now it
estimated that the outgoing Christmas out on the day before Christmas to
families that are not able to provide
d
mail for this season will be
A committee com
more than it was last year. Already nor themselves.
the receipts from Christmas packages posed of Jno. O. Pritchard, W. F.
have totaled more than last year Dillon and A. Mandell will have
with the last three days of Christmas charge of this work and those who
know of needy families will do these
mailing to be done.
Wednesday, Dec. 22, was tho heav men a favori by telling them the
iest day's business and Thursday and names and addresses of these people.
Friday are expected to be heavier, for
notwithstanding the fact that the pat HARDY AND THOMAS HAVE
PURCHASED CITY BAKERY
rons are constantly admonished
one-thir-

mail packages early, the receipts
show that the last two or three days
are always the
before Christmas
heaviest ones. On last year the day
before Christmas was the heaviest
dav's business the Clovis office
handled.

Hardy and Thomas, proprietors of
the Home Bakery, have purchased the
City Bakery, on South Main Street,
and will conrclidate the two shops
within a short time.
It is probable that the oven and
fixtures from tho south Main street
shop will be moved to the present
HOLDING COURT FOR
Bakery, but this
JUDGE SAM BRATTON sito of the Home
will not be determined until the facJudge Ed Mechem of Alamogorcl tory representative arrives to superhas been in Clovis and Portales this vise the installation.
week holding court for Judge Sam
Bratton who has been in Santa Fe
serving as a member of tho Supreme
Court. Judee Mechem is a brother
MERRY CHRISTMAS
M. C. Me
of the Governor-Elec- t.
chem.
The News wishes all its read- ers
a Merry Christmas and we
PLANS FOR PAVING
take this opportunity to thank
STARTED MONDAY NIGHT
our subscribers and our adver- for the loyal support given
tisers
pavthe
started
Council
The City
during the past year. The paper
ing proceedur- -, Monday night When
is coming out a day early this
accepted the civy engineer's report of
week In order that the readers
property
A
the estimate on the work.
may take advantage of the shop-owner's hearing JlviU be held In Feb
ping suggestions made by tho
ready
be
CVwcil
will
ruary and the
merchants In their advertising.
work can be
to
"V.riy

In

tfipf.

THE CLOVIS NEWS,
by the paper and the polite one gets
a write-u- p
in its columns.
Its effect haa becomo marked, even
Official Paper of Curry County
in a city the size of Chicago.
Toes anyone in this town want to
EDWARD L. MANSON
contribute fifty dollars a day to a
Editor and Publiihar
cunipaign of courtesy? ;
Entered at the postoff ice at Clovis, i: If so, come across. This paper will
New Mexico, at second claw matter furnish the publicity.
' .But, then, perhaps It is not needed
vnder the act of March 3, 1879.
here.
What think you?
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One Year
$2.00
AND WE LAUGH.
.flWfSix Months
11.00

The Clovis News

Fonin Advtituinv RtproMnterivs
THE AMERICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION
RECOGNITION

OF

MEXICO

Mr. Harding is holding many conferences with statesmen of a national
reputation, presumably with a view
to selecting the members of his cab!

net
That

ia nothing

new. All newly
elected presidents do the same. Ditto the Governors,
But there is an amusing side to
this interesting pastime.
If John Smith. Tom Jones. Bill Du.
gsn or any other fellow who has ever
been heard of politicaly drops in to
call on the future president the daily
press correspondents
immediatelv
convert him into cabinet timber and
herald his possible selection to the
world.
It is pleasing to the vanity of
these small bore politicians, supplies
ment of Mexico.
the big dailies with necessary bunk,
President Obrcgon is a
e
man who is very popular alonir the is probably more or less irritating to
and is intensly
entire border btewern the two Re the president-elec- t,
amusing to the average person of
publics.
There arc about a million Mexi- common sense who reads the stuff.
But, then, it's all in the) duilv
cans and
n
residents
and employed in the border states and grind, and the reporter who doesn't
at least half a million American resi- turn out his grist is soon separated
from the payroll.
dents and employed in Mexico.
With a friendly democratic execu
tive there is not a cogent reason
why we should not resume diplomatic
relations with Mexico.
American interests can be protect
ed on the basis of a friendly border
Republic whose people and interests
have much in common.
The State Department has asked
that both nations name commissioners who shall draw up a treaty that
fully recognizes the present governself-mad-

Spanish-America-

It has been frequently said that
you can't teach an old dog new
tricks, but a Chicago newspaper apparently thinks otherwise.
A reporter for the paper spends
aeh day in traveling about the city,
accosting all sorts of people, and testing their politeness. Ke finds means
of coming in contact with the clerks
offices, housewives and the public
in the stores, business men in tlnir
offices, public officials on duty
judges, ministers, housewives, and the
public generally.
Sometimes he is dressed in fine
raiment, and at others he is jn rags,
out always he is unknown.
To the person who makes the most
Mistletoe
courteous reply to his inquiries he
Is youB regard for the hamrintr of
presents a check entitling the person the mistletoe simply a romantic
or
to fifty dollars. The check is paid superstitious, or both. In Merrie Eng- -

E ectric Filling

Station
Under New Management

H. L. Williams, formerly with Buick Motor Company and Delco.
W. H. Williams, formerly with Autolite Electric Co. and Stephens.
Motor Company
E. S. Mitchell, Electric Service Man
Have purchased the Electric Filling Station and are in a
position to render efficient service in repairing all makes
of Autos.
No unscrupulous mechanics

All members of the firm.

We don't want your money until you are satisfied.
Let your Auto Troubles B Ours
We handle nothing but the best in Gas, Oil, Greases and Auto
Accessories

PAINS

Everything for your auto.
Miller and Ajax Tires and Tubes

.

drug-gists-3-

The Boys That Have Come to Stay
HELP US TO GEOW

iinimeml

What to Look for in
Buying a Phonograph
in buying a Phonograph, you will find them all in the Brunswick.
For the Ultona or Reproducer, plays all makes of records.
The Tone Amplifier is oval in shape and moulded of rare
hollywood.
The Tone Modifier, which lessens the degree of loudness
only before it is amplified.
g
The new
motor, which plays from ten to fourteen records without winding.
The automatic stop which stops the motor when your record
is through playing.
The balancing top or Itf, which can be raised or lowered with
one hand.
The record filing system.
The compartment for accessories.
The Brunswick is more than a pleasure-givin- g
instrument.
It is the ideal phonograph for the home, to develope in growing children a love and understanding of all good music.
For it plays the music of all artists.
And plays it at its best.
four-sprin-

CLOVIS, N. M,

NOTICE OF FILING
FINAL ACCOUNT AND
PETITION FOR DISCHARGE
In the matter of the estate of J.
B. Morris, deceased.
Any and all persona interested in
the above estate are hereby notified
that the administrator, W. W. Harvey,
has filed herein his final account and
report of his doings as administrator of the foregoing estate. That
said final account contains a complete statement showing all receipts
by said administrator and all disbursements. That the Probate Judge
of Curry County, New Mexico, has
made and duly entered 'an order fixing and setting the first Monday in
January for the hearing and settling
of said account and all persons inter
ested in said estate are notified that
said administrator will submit said
account for approval and will ask
that same be allowed and that he be
discharged as said administrator.
W. W. HARVEY.
NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned was, on the 3rd day of
December, 1920, appointed administrator of the estate of Richard Wat- kins, deceased, by the Judire of the
Probate Court of Curry County, New
Mexico.
Therefore all persons having cluims
said estate are hereby notified to file
tho same with the County Clerk of
Cury County, within one year from
the date of this notice and appointment, as provided by law, or the same
will be forever barred.
JOHN T WATKINS,
Administrator.
NOTICE.

In the Probate Court

Is The Instrument You Will Eventually Buy

Nunn Electric Go.
OF CLOVIS

I

ir

ANNOUNCEMENT

OLD STANDBY. FOR

In summing up the desirable features, you should look for

I

--

pe

The Tenth of a Series

0

r

Clovia needs many new homes dur.
ing the coming year.- Many houses ACHES AND
could be rented now if they were vacant. Houses arc not only scarce in Any man or woman who keep
Sloan's bandy will tell you
Clovis but renta are high. With a
that same thing
shortage of homca existing as it does
now there is little liklihood that rents
those
ESPECIALLY rheumaticfrequently
twinges.
can be materially reduced at any
counter-irritan- t,
Sloan's LinL
time in tho near future.
ment scatters the congestion and pen,
traits tnlkoul rubbint to the afflicted
A man advertising for his lout part, soon relieving the ache snd pain.
Kept handy and used everywhere,
daughter includes the information in
for reducing and finally eliminating tho
tho description: "sho wss blond when pains
snd aches of lumbago, neuralgia,
lost seen."
muscle strain, joint stiffness, sprains,
bruises, and the results of exposure.
You just know from its stimulating;
The need of the hour is to pet
healthy odor that it will do you good I
busy and stay busy.
Sloan's Liniment is sold by all
70c, $1.40.
ARE YOU SUPERSTITIOUS ?

NOT NEEDED HERE

m

land of medieval days, the little para-syti- c
plant somehow became the mysterious ally of bashful lovers with the
coming in style of the custom of kissing the miBtlctoo. The style has not
changed, but hos spread to other
countries and to our own.
However, tho mlstletoo was never
regarded lightly by the Druids. They
looked upon it as posse salnir miracu
lous power and" as being an object of
their most sacred worship. Even the
oak groves where it grew were sacred
to them, and great ceremony was
maue- - on
sixtn day of the new
moon whan two snow white bulls
were led to the grove and two priests
In white climbed the tree and cut the
plant with a golden tickle letting it
fall into a linen sheet, uslnsr it at
the sacrifice of the bulls.
The Senegambians
carried the
leaves of the plant Into battle to in
sure supernatural protection; the Jap
anese used them as a cure-al- l;
the
French and Swiss believed that they
miraculously cured eo'lcDsv and ul
cers; the Scot today believes that
crowns made of the branches are a
cure for heresy, and in Bohemia they
nre hung up to protect a house
against thunder.
In all countries it w&s believed that
the plant fell from heaven was God- given and that it must never be cut
with iron or touch tho ground. Thnt
is why in tho south today one sees it
being shot from the branches of trees
with a rifle and caueht in a canvas.
Amr.rillo News.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1920.

(?5)j

of

Curry

County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of Herman J. Niehaus, deceased. No.328.
Notice is herebv ariven thst R. W.
Niehaus was appointed administrator
of the estate of Herman J. Niehaus,
deceased, on the 8rd dav of Decern.
ber, 1020, by the Probate Court of
Curry County. New Mexico, and that
he has duly qualified, and all persons
having claims against the estata of
the said decedent are required to present same within the time prescribed
by law.
Dated this 4th day of December.
1920.
R. W. NIEHAUS.
1
to
Administrator
The News Classified ads get results
phone 97.

Try them

PHONE 64

READ THE NEWS WANT COLUMN FOR BARGAINS

FOR 12 YEARS
RELIABLE
RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON BROS.
Day Phone 211

meht Phr.

235

Dodge Brothers Cars
Chevrolet Cars

Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

Skarda Auto, Truck and
Tractor Co.
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; The success that has come to us during the
past;year has- been due to jybur 'generous

patronage,

j

i

'

;

We appreciate it to the utmost, and desire
to extend to you bur sincere thanks.

..i.i

i

THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

.,..,.

TO YOU AND YOURS.

.......

i

May happiness and prosperity attend you
'

always.

"'

m

Mr. Kursteud, who lived

this
community about ten or eleven years
ago, but who now lives in South Da
kota, stopped, on his way to Cali
fornia for the winter, to visit with Mr.
Hanlchouso, from Tuesday until Saturday morning. Mr. Karstead still
owns a farm here, and says crops here
are much better than in S. D. this

year.

in

Re-corin- g;

Mr. Armstrong has moved Into his
new house, though it lacks quite a
lot of being completed.
Miss Gladys Matthews, our primary
teacher, was out of school nearly a
week on account of illness. She re- -'
turned Friday to resume her duties,'
but was called home at noon by the
news of an accident to her father.
Mr. Matthews was thrown from a
wagon, : sustaining a very serious
fracture of one. leg. At last report Mr, Matthews was In a pretty
serious' condition, but with hopes for
ultimate recovery.
A spelling bee was called for fast
Saturday night at Havener, but very
few responded too many going to
the picture show.
Rev. Geo. Mickey preached at
Havener school house Sunday after
noon at three o'clock. His regular
appointment la the second Sunday in
each month, but he may not be here
next month on account of special
meetings to be held in Clovls.
J. A. Willis, A. R. Decs, Walter
Copeland and Geo. Ledbettcr
are
among those who threshed last week.
Mr. Mitchell has' his engine in run
ning order again and is now doing
more threshing. He is at Mr.' Ben
dor's now, and will pull into this
neighborhood toon. "
0 X. Cormick is threshing for B. H
Armstrong this week.
Darry Winn' returned Fridoy from
a few1 week's visit with, relatives at
Sweetwater, Texas.
Ed and Bill Mickey made a trip
to a point twenty-fiv- e
miles beyond
Ft. Sumner lust Sunday. They made
the Journey in their Overland.
Uncle Joe Brawlcy had quite
jvflre sick "pull Friday, but la all
right again. Undo Bob was the at
tending physician.
With grain at forty cents per cwt.
threshing at twenty cents per the
same, groceries the same old price.
and hired help ditto, tne farmer must
be a better mathematician than he
geneially given credit to be, if he

the customer, "you might as well let' WtoSftfflttS&WXXXXtoXXXXXX
me have u package of headache pow- -'
hu Millinn
rkrl.m,
Mf
vill igiinutf a www j
"Anything
else?" Inquired thej drra."
St
druggist, after f ijling a prescription.
XTURSKIIYMEN grow !arge
Phone 97 for your Job Printing.
"If this is the real stuff," replird
Norway
1 quantities
of
spruce for Christmas use
rather more In the middle West,
where conifers are not common
In Hi woods, than on the eastern and western coasts, where
they fringe every hillside. But
the tree most commonly used Is
e
pine found in the
a
woods of Northern Michigan and
Early In September
Wisconsin.
the Indians about the lumber
camps of this region are set to
work cutting these trees for the
market, and by early November
a little fleet of vessels makes Its
way down Lake Michigan, a
Christmas tree hauled to the
roan enteeineth one day above
foremast, of each one, that by
TE2XT Romans 14:
avary
every
day
Let
alike.
another; another man eeteemeth
this sign all may know that In
man be fully aasured In hie own mind."
their holds Is a cargo which
might not tempt a Captain Kldd,
RAT If every day were Christmas? The
but Is far more precious than
suggestion at first blush la perhaps not
many a one for which good ships
altogether agreeable. One can Imagine
have been scut tie J,
beagainst
idea
protests
the
numerous
cause of the excesses to which many go
on Christmas holidays. Let it be granted freely that Christmas Is misused,
Our Commercialised Christmas.
that it is often a season of excessei and
Christmas Is the decoration day of
extremes; even so, who of us would do
commercial age. Then, at on no
away with Christmas? For despite all
day, we face with compassion
other
season
holiday
and
the
the excesses of
who have fallen In our battles
those
many,
is there
the hardship it works on
for wealth. For a moment we think
not a rainbow of glory over every
of the thousands of children who have
recurring Christmas celebration?
no share In that easy Ufe we give onr
Christmas Is a season of prophetlo idealism and a
children, and must find the season's
t, rebuke to selfish living. At the approach of the annijoy In the charity dinner. Along with
whose
women
men
and
birth,
versary of our Lord's
the barter to which we nave debased
thoughts have been mostly of aelf are moved to think of
our giving within our circle of ac
others. The idea of serving others and making others
quaintances, we play at extending the
Some-bohappy affects even the blase and the indifferent
spirit of the day to those who are
the idea that it is more blessed to give than to barthe pawns of our Industrial game. The
gain finds lodgment in minds unused to tender and benevSalvation army lasn, standing cold ana
competitions
period,
cruel
thoughts.
a
For brief
olent
numb on the street corner, collecting
not
aoclety
lessened
if
are
that so aorely grind human
funds for Christmas baskets for the
to
forgotten. For the time being, all humanity seems
poor, reminds us of the wreckage left
be one family. There is a delight in seeing everybody
We
Iri the wake of our prosperity.
The foreigner la made to feel at home. Artificial
give a trifle to help the poor temper
Joyous.
are broken, and there come even into hard faces
the bitterness of the year with a
some softened lines. The spirit of Christmas penetrates
ccuple of hours' good eating.
to
is
prisoner
made
and
the
even behind stone walls,
not
"know that he U still remembered and that aoclety has
- - .
abandoned hope in him.
" Christmas is the one aeaaon of the year when we
A PESSIMIST,
are especially reminded to take Jesus scdously. The
aaaajkaakBSla'
practicable
the
then
EJ aaaal
seems
Mount
on
the
Sermon
Duok: I'll bet
I flaft a PalnAAat.
Beatltudea possible in dally life. Even the great words,
toward men," actually appear
"Peace on earth, good-wier a pair of rub- - W.
workable at Christmastlde. The old text so precious, so
KJ.
' TV
thing like that 17
peculiarly appropriate, John Si 16, finds lodgmunt in our
H
world
the
so
loved
that
God
Christmas.
I
"For
hearts
for
of
heart
gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever belleveth in
Him should not perish, but have eternal life." There
5
comes into our minds the conviction that we have not
taken seriously the lessons that our Lord taught, but,
that now we take Him at His word; we share, we give, t
Pie Cruet.
new joy growing out of these I
we sacrifice, we find
Beldcn, the antiquary, tells us that
i
;
r very practical and beautiful ministrations,
Christmas pies were formerly baked
' i v
i
crust to represent
In a co
the cratch or manger in which our
Saviour psi laid. .

done by expert mechanics.
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GRISAMORE & OSBQRN

Radiator
Kepainng
Wo use the Jackson Honey Comb Freeze Proof
Corel If your radiator freezes, have it replaced with
a Freeze Proof .Core.
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Radiator, Shutters for,Any Make
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can fix your radiator regardless of its
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Ford Steering Wheels for.

$3.50.

Radiator Shop

Clovis

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
First Door West of Antlers Hotel

can figure out how be is going to
got paid for his cummer's work. If
it were not for the "Hope that springs
eternal In the human breast," the
farmer might just as well quit, and
get him a job profiteering like a
goodly percent of his fellow humans,
or Inhumans. Plenty of fresh air,
pure water and space makes the
farmer an optimist. That's all that
saves him.
M. J. Long stayed Saturday night
in Clovis with J. F. Burton.
Mrs. Wm. Hodge and daughter,
Martha, returned Sunday from a visit
in Cbvis.
became sud
Mrs. W. A. Brown-.l- l
denly blind Sunday morning, and was
taken to Clovis for treatment. It is
believed the blindness is only tempo
rary, at least it is to be hoped that
such is the case.
Qulen Sabc.

J

Big Ole had just applied for a job
and the farmer asked him where he
had been working. He said, "I bane
workin' for Chria Johnson. The far
mer said, "Why Ole, Chris is a good
farmer, what did you quit for?",, Ole
pondered a moment and then said,
"Well, I tole you I bane workin' for
Chria Johnson two, three week, and
one of his sheep die, an' he say, 'Ole
you skin; dot sheep;" so I skin dak
sheep and we eat him; den in two,
three week a calf die, and Chria say,
'Ole, you skin dat calf,' and I skin dat
calf and we have meat for a long time;
an' den las' night" and Ole's voice
sank Into an awed whisper "hi
muddcr-in-ladied, an' t quit. La
Sesalpha, Clovis High School.
A nice piece of furniture or a rog
will make a nica gift for any member
of tha family. Big two week's reduction now on at Cloi Furniture Co.

CONSEQUENCES.

T,o.

If Every Day Were
Christmas

HLttTv:

w'miwi,

chort-needl-
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of useful Gifts for
We have an array
'.,
J
every member of the family. Make a
selection from some of these gifts.
,

..."

-

CASSEROLES, HAND PAINTED CHINAWARE, CREAM
AND SUGAR SETS, TOOLS, SAFETY RAZORS, POCKET

0

KNIVES,
IRONS,

BOYS' WAGONS AND BICYCLES, ELECTRIC
WASHING MACHINES AND MANY OTHER

THINGS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION.

ll

Coffin-Shape-

,'

J

:,

1

Roberts-Dearbbm1

'

-

Hardware Co.

e
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Miss Louise Wills, Red Cross nurse,
will spend Christmas in Roswell.

PERSONAL MENTION

aa

nrrruocD

Ed Jones made a business trip to
Texico Tuesday.

For Sale Good Jersey milk cow.
Dr. J. D. Lynch of Melrose was a
See Dr. W. M. Lancaster, Phone 422,
Clovis visitor Monday.
Clovis, New Mexico.
ltp
For fire insurance toe Doughton
Let Doughton Land Co. write your
Miss Bessie Mitchell was onoratcd
Mrs. Bert Curless. who has been
Land Co.
lire insurance.
on for appendicitis this week at the
quite
sick of pneumonia, is much im
baptist Hospital.
Mr. Ward Freeman, employee in
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Baker arrived
proved.
home from Little Rock, Ark., the the Farmers State Bunk, is very seri
For Sale Good Jersey milk cow.
Mr. Farmer, stop at Willmon Bros.
ously sick of pneumonia.
first of the week.
See Dr. W. M. Lancaster. Phone 422.
Wagon
Yard. We can sell you arro- Clovia, New Mexico.
Up
ceries as cheap as any firm.
Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Woodward
Let us tell you your next bill of
groceries.
Willmon Bros., at Lone will spend the Christmas holidays in
Mr. and Mrs. K. P. Jonea of Marv- Miss Eva Patching- - and Miss Fran- Kansas City.
1
Star Wagon Yard.
ville, Tennessee, arrived in Clovis
tc
ces Roach left this week to spend the
early this week for an extended visit
holidays at Clarendon, Texas.
For Sale Good Jersey milk cow
Mrs. Joe Hewett and children are
Chiropractic,
In Weatherford, Texas, spending the See Dr. W. M. Lancaster, Phone 422
the better way to
A. B. Clark returned Monday from
Clovis, New Mexico.
holidays with relatives.
ltp health. See Dr. Warriner. 118A S. a month's vacation trip to points in
Main St
California.
Mrs. Joe Wilkinson and little son
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Neff and child
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Terrv are re
ren returned last week after a visit and Miss Wilkinson left the first of
Miss Juanita Mom and Miss Em- f several months to eastern points. the week for Canyon ta Brand the joicing over the birth of a babv rirl ma Dee Darden have
to their
who joined the family circle Sunday.
holidays.
homes at Meridian. Texas, ta anand
Mrs! Charles Melton and son. How.
Lionel Johnson, who haa Imn f-- the holidays.
We buy and sell mules and milk
ell, are here to spend the holidays
tending
cows,
you
also
groceries
sell
school in the University of
as eheao
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W
Blonnye Foreman, who has heen at.
Kansas, haa returned home for th
anybody.
as
Willmon
Bros.,
old
Lone
Howell.
tending school at Simmons College,
ChrKmaa holidays.
Star Wagon Yard.
at Abilene. Texas, has returned ta
Mrs. C. A. Hatch and children respend
Christmas with homefolks.
Date
Puddings,
your
Don't
risk
nronertv without
Plum Pudding
turned this week from Oklahoma
Cakes,
Cookie,
Fruit
Mince
sufficient
fire
insurance.
and
Wo
Pie.
rep
where they have been visiting; for a
Date Puddings,
Plum Puddings
everything good for your Christmas resent tome of the best comDanies.
Jew weeks.
Fruit
Cakes. Mince Pie. Cookies and
dinner. Reed's Electric Bakery, ltc Doughton Land Co.
everything good for your Christmas
Mrs. Mary Lyons and daughter,
dinner. Keed's Electric Bakery, ltc
Mr.
Hints
and
your
Mrs.
for
H.
J.
Christmas
Winker
here
Dinner
are
Visa Helen, returned this week from
Date Puddings. Plum Pud.
an automobile trip to Corslcana, and from Petrolia. Texas, to mend the Menu:
Miss Lillian Scllman. who was on
dings,
Christmas
holidays
Fruit
Cakes, Mince Pies, Cookvisiting
relatives
other points in Texas.
on for appendicitis at the Bap- erated
They made the trio ies, and all kinds of Castries. We have
and friends.
nospitai
tist
last Wednesday, is re
here in a car and say the roads are them on hand for you now. Reed's
Harness and Harness supplies.
covering nicely.
good.
Electric Bakery.
ltc
Bill Dyer was operated on Tuesday
Sam McMurry. who recently roveH
C. W Forbes, who ia visitine? at the
for appendicitis, and is reported to I
back to Clovis from Colorado, has ac home of his son at Dustin. Okla..
be rapidly recovering. He was op
cepted a position with Johnson & writes to the News tha he feels proud
Kenneth Phillips of Waco, Texas, Sulivan in their meat derailment. of the citizensniD of Curry County. erated on at the Baptist Hospital.
fcaa accepted a position
with the Mr. McMurry says Clovis is a good after being in that part of Oklahoma
H. E. Carlisle, formerly of this city.
Southwestern Drug Co. Mr. Phil- town and looks all rieht to a man for a lew weeks, for he says there nas
accepted a position with the Guar
lips lived in Clovls several months ago who has been living elsewhere.
g
is more
and other crimes anty State Bank of Breckenrid.
and worked for the Southwestern.
mere in a montn than there is in a xexas.
Hints for your Christmas Dinner year in Curry County. Mr. Forbes
We have the agency for some of the Menu:
Date Puddings, Plum Pud- says that about half of the birost ROOFING There is no time like the
most substantial old line fire insur- dings, Fruit Cakes, Mince Pies, Cookcotton crop in the history of that
present to fix that old leaky roof.
ance companies. Doughton Land ies, and all kinds of pastries. We have country
is still in the fields and pick- See Mr. Riblett with
Company.
them on hand for you now. Reed's ers refuse to gather it on account of
Construction Co. for all kinds of
Electric Bakery.
built-u- p
ltc the price being so low.
roofing and repairing. Room
Mr. and Mrs, T. A. Turner enter26 Barry Bldg., Clovis, N. M. 26tfc
tained Sunday evening at seven
noiana wicks, who lives
STOVES!
STOVES!
'clock dinner. Covers were laid for west oi town, lert luesday morning
.Urge and Small, Cheap and Good.
MrJ and Mrs. L E. Callon and son,
uiauisuiivuie, nemucKy, wnere ne
: Bbert, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Collins, will spend a month
visiting his
Regular Mealing
and Mrs. W. J. StuarJ.
mother.
ClOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Stove Pipe, Coal Hods, Stove
Second and Fourth Friday
Take out a Western Electric
Boards and all stove trimmings.
nights of each month,
and Vacuum Cleaner on trial.
Regular Communication.
4
at 8t00 O'clock.
A. F.
A. M.
All Sir Knights residing In 4
Nest Tuwday Night
4
this jurisdiction are invited.
4
P. A. La Shier, Secretary
R. J. Nob!. Recorder.
4
Phone 72
Prompt Delivery

3

fif
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Pity the Home Without Music
This Christmas
J list as yon would the one without all of the
thlngn that bring contentment, cheer and
happiness. There Is that alxmt music that uplifts, re
fines, stimulates nnd brings forth a spirit words cannot
define. To realise the contrast, the miislclcss home baa
home.
but to become a music-fille- d

YKS!
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There's a Grafonola at
Price That Will Suit You
Maar lr'a, alara aae
af liraraaalaa at varjlas
tka aaa
arirra atakr
yaa warn a alraaaat avaat.
aat
AaS l nlll fc a rral
for yon Bad raar faaallr (raaa
tkr flrat Sax ymm raaa It aa

fla-tak- ra

altlas

ThitTypeH-- 2
Columbia Graf onola

aa tknruuakly (laa aaS
Vaa'll flaS It aa

rech
With any right
ord of your own choice (being
10 selection.)
ten-loc-

Complete Outfit

Brown-Thomps-

00
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aatlrlaa raaiaaalaa far eaarf
aaSi aaS tka aaaalcal aatla
laallsa It aiakra aaaalkla far
fim la tralr aallajKra.

See and Hear
This Week-T- hen

a Grafooola
Decide

Vaar SrrUlaa Kill ka aaallf
aiada flrat. tkat ymm waat
aiaalv la jaar kaiaai aaS tkat

New Columbia
Records Are Here
TV

nr

"f H.to nl

yaa waat tka Urafaaala ta
kriag II. It Ikrra la aar aava-llaboul Irrata. wall ealrk
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tkal ta raar aaflatae
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Please send me Grafonola catalogs showing prices, styles

and finishes of all Crafonolas.
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SOUTHWESTERN DRUG GO.

Sugg estions

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

aW

W. B. Cramer made a business trip
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Hunter of Texto' Texico Saturday.
ico were shoppers in Clovis Saturday
evening.
Howard Mason, who haa been attending the Kansas City School of
Miss Vada Mae, Garrison and Miss
Dentistry, is spending the Christmas Alice
Martin, who are attending tha
holidsys with homefolks.
Stato Normal at Laa Vegas, will
Get our prices on Firestone tirea spend the holidays withhomefolks.
and tubes. We can make It worth
For sll ailments common to winter
your while.
weather see Rr. Wsrriner, nine years
BARRY HARDWARE CO.
experience. 11314 8. Main St
tf
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Durand were
For service either nlctht or da. In
called to Parsons' Kansas, Saturday
or out of town, call Dr. Warriner, Chl- on account of the illness of Mrs.
ropracter.
Nine years continual
father.
practice. Phone 101. Office 11SVS
Rev. Erwin Umbach, Lutheran Mis- South Main St.
sionary of RjswcII anA the Pccai
J. W. Jchnaon, Joe Hr.rt, Charles
Valley, was a Clovis visitor Friday.
Hart, Guy Shipley, Raymond WeU
LET US FIGURE
your sidewalk. singer and Carmcl Ecatham, who
Brick, tilo and concrete work.
have been attending the Military InConstruction Co., room 28 stitute at Roswell, are home Co spend
Barry Bldg., Clovis, N. M.
the holidays,

FOR THE
AGAIN THIS STORE EXTENDS TO YOU THE GOOD
OLD

FASHIONED GREETING

Gift Shopper

.

It

is a very short message but we will feel satisfied
if it conveys even a small part of the great good will we
hold toward our patrons.

With this greeting goes an earnest desire that this
holiday may mean for you and abundance of good cheer
and all of the other good things that Christmas stands for.

GIFTS THAT ALL WOMEN WANT

12-2-

They adore Fur Chokers.
Suits, Coats and Dresses.
Gifts of Luggage are appropriate.
Dainty Undies are intimate gifts.
Blouses are always acceptable.
Bath Robes are so comfy.
Beaded Bags of Exquisite Design.
Ivory Toilet Articles sets or single pieces.
WELCOME

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

I

Brown-Thomps-

FOR

Genuine Round Oak Ranges and
W. L, Downey of Fayette, Mo., has
Heaters.
recently movid to Clovis. Mr. Downey
is a carpenter and contractor and
Plans first to erect a home for hlm-e-lf
and afterward engage In the contracting) business.

Men and Boys
Gloves Dress or Driving.

Good Clothes are no longer expensive.

'

Tins is the time to buy Overcoats.
nigh Grade Shirts.
Exceptional values in ties.
Wool Hosiery is a popular gift.
House Slippers for Men.
Handkerchiefs (Initialed).
Everybody appreciates
Christmas time.

"IF IT'S NEW
WE HAVE IT."

W. Ljluikart & Co.

New Footwear

4444444444444444

Get the Money
If
at

"THE HOME OF
PRACTICAL GIFTS"

you expect to make

&

farm Innn tliio

better get the money now, as no one knows what
conditions will be later. We can use a few good
loans on improved land. List your farms
and city
property with us if yo uwant to sell it.

I

Union Mortgage Co.

44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444aam
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Second Section

Second Section
Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL. 14, NUMBER 26.

THE CLOVIS NEWS,

EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Christmas services at the Episcopal
church will be as follows:
Holy Communion, 7:30 a. m.
Morning service,' 10 :30 a. m.
Sunday Srnricw
Holy Communion, 7:30 a. m.
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
Morning Prayer, 11:80 a. m.
Evening Prayer, 7:30 p. m.
There vill be a Christmas tree
Friday evening at 7 :30 o'clock.
Mist Julia Paul, of Wichita, Kansas, ia spending the Christmas holidays in Clovis with relatives and has
consented to sing at the Christmas
services on Friday, and at the Sunday
services at the Episcopal church.

Dressed as girls and boys, the faculty of the city schools gathered fcr
in the
their second
High School building Saturday evening. Dropping all seriousness, the
little git Is, in their short drcascs and
curls, pulled hair and mado faces at
each other, romped and played games
with the little boys in their knee
trousers and "Buster Brown" suits.
And there was a Christmas tree,
too, and Santa came with his big pack
of toys for the kiddies.
The party was one of a scries given during the year.
KILL KARE CLUB

SACRED HEART CHURCH.

The Kill Knre Club met lust Wednesday with Mrs. J. R. Walton. The
Friday, Christmas Eve., at 12:00
afternoon was most enjoyably spent
o'clock, Midnight Muss.
Leonard's
in sewing and muking Christmus pres
Solemn High Moss in E flnt. Offerwere
tory hymn; Adeste Fidelis, an ancient ents. Dainty refreshment
served. The next meeting will be
Christ mas Noel.
with Mrs. J. W. Smith.
Saturday, Chrititmas Day, low Muss
Muss
a.
High
m.
n
8:00
10:00
at
at
FURNITURE PRICES DOWN
m. for Spanish Speaking people, f0
lowed by b"nediction.
Down goes the price! of Furniture,
Sunday, Mush at 8:110 and 10:00 stoves and rugs. For two week we
a. m.
re cutting all our prices to the quick.
Take advantage of this offer and buy
Phone 97 for your Job Printing. presents for the home for Christmas.
Try them phone 97.
Clovis Furniture and Undertaking Co.
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1920.

At the Methodist church, Sunday,
December 20th, 1920.
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m. with
splendid touchers and classes for all.
Hear the word morning and evening by the pastor, Rev. R. B. Freeman 11:00 a. m. and 7:00 p. m.
Senior League, 4:00 p. m.
Come to the friendly church.
R. B. Freeman, Pastor.

Sunday services,
the Baptist Young People's Union,
and Miss Beulah Foneville, of Portal-eare in Clovis this week in the interest of the campaign to raise a fund
of $10,000 for enlarging and Improving the New Mexico Baptist Orphan's
Home at Portales.
Tho home, which was opened May
1, 1919, is open to orphan children
of all denominations, and is now car
ing for 32 children, according to Mr.
Strickland.
The campaign for funds is being
caricd on throughout tho state. De
cember 24th has been set for "tag
day" and it has been announced that
Sunday Schools will have special services for the campaign on December
26th.
s,

NO VACATION FOR

THE MELROSE KIDDIES
There will be no Christmas vnca
tion for the Melrose school children
this year, according to announcement
from the school board and faculty
members. The bonvd refused to allow
the faculty pay (luring a vacation and
the latter declined n vacntion at their
own expense, so ns it now stands, the
school bell wiii sound ot the regular
hour throughout the holiday period
Melrose Messenger.

lilMil-n'- --

INSTALLATION OF OFFICERS
A. F. A A. M.

Monday night, Dec. 27th, will
be installation night. All mem- bcrs urged to be present. Visit- ors welcome.
P. A. LhSHIF.R,
Secretary.

Ads get results

-

'

BAPTIST CHURCH.
December

COMMISSION CUTS
TAX VALUATIONS
26,

J. J. Strickland, state secretary for 1920.

The. primary department will have
a Christinas tree at the church Friday
The Junior department
afternoon.
will have a Christmas tree Thursday
evening at 7:30, and the Epworth
League will have a Christmas social
ut 7:30 p. m. Friday evening.

News Classified

$2.00 PER YEAR

BAPTISTS RAISING FUNDS
FOR HOME AT PORTALES

METHODIST CHURCH

CHILDHOOD DAYS ARE
RECALLED BY TEACHERS

Paper of U. S. Land Office

Official

Preaching by pastor, morning and
evening, 11:00 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
At the morning' service the pastor
will give a blackboard illustration of
the teachings of the New Testament,
and at the evening service he will
deliver the last of the series of sermons on "The Prodigal Son."
Sunday school, 9 :45 a .m.
Junior B. Y. P. U. 2:30 p. m.
Senior B. Y. P. U, 6:00 p. m.
The Sunday school classes will have
a Christmas tree and Christmas ex
ercises at the church at 7:30 p. m.
Friday.
MARRIAGE RECORDS.
Daniel D. Cline of Amarillo, Texas,
and Miss Ethel B. Griswold of Cambridge, Mass., were married Monday
by Rev. R. B. Freeman.
Jeff Downing of Lubbock, Texas,
and Miss Mary Hayes of Taiban, N.
M., were married Tuesday by Rev,
R. B. Freeman.
Buy furniture for your home now.'
Everything greatly reduced for two
weeks. Furniture has not come down
in the market but we must reduce our
stock. Clovis Furniture and Under.
toking Company.

ii
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with your
christmas
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Santa Fe, N. M. The valuation of
sheep, cattle and other live stock hat
been announced by the tax commission. Reductions were granted from
last year's figures because of the)
'allir.g market values for livestock.
For sheep, goats, hones, swine and
mules, the reduction Is 25 per cent
Ia fixing the valuation of cattle the
commission cdopted a new method
which takes into consideration
the
fact that the cattle men of the western pert of the state have to pay
higher freight rates than those in
tho eastorn sccticr. in shipping their
cattlo to the markets. The commis
sion divided the state into three sec
The eastern section, which
tions.
gets the lowest rata to the markets.
wore give.', n 23 por cor.t reduction.
Tho central sicticr's reduction war
fixed at 25 Vi per cent atid the vest-esection's at 28 V4 per cent because
the cr.ttlemcn of that section hoV'i to
pr.y the heaviest frcipht rates to get
their ca'tb to tho markets. The slidwas
ing scale in oittle valuations
m'.epted for the purpose- - of relieving tho bude- -. placed upon the central and western cattlemen in forcing
them to pe.y higher rati s fcr shipping.
m

News Classified ads get results.
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HOPPING

Just a few more days left but we still have a nice assortment of beautiful gifts and will
have plenty of clerks to wait on you for the few days left before Christmas.
-

44-

GIFTS THAT LAST
A Gift of Jewelry will remind them of you during the years to come.
Our name on the Box is Your Guarantee of Quality.
t

We carry the finest Grade of Diamonds and Guarantee
They make the Gift
every one of them.
Supreme for Christmas.
Wo Will be Glad to Help You Solooi

Presents for Every Member of tho Family

Grandma, Grandpa, Father or Mother would appreciate a pair of Kryptok Glasses for
a Christmas Gift. We guarantee perfect satisfaction. Our Optical
Department is the most complete in the State.

Denhof Jewelry Company
Santa Fe Watch Inspector

4

-

-

Best Jewelry Store in New Mexico

THE CLOVIS NEWS,
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Make Him

I

Happy!

ants It

OUR LARGE STOCK OF

MEN'S

FUR-NISHING-

S

WILL PRESENT YOU AN
IDEAL SELECTION TO PLEASE THE
MAN OF THE HOUSE. LET US HELP
YOU SOLVE YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING PROBLEMS.

Special Bargains for the Holiday Shopper
Suits.

Sweaters.

Packard or Nettleton Shoes.

Silk and

High Top Lace Boots.

Shirts, any kind.
Silk Mufflers.
A Muffler is an appropri
ate gift for the man.

Handkerchiefs, all kinds.

Gloves.

Socks.

all-wo-

Hand Bags.

Fur Caps.

Silk or Outing Pajamas.

Overcoats.

House Slippers.

Fur Collars for Overcoats.

Bath Robes.
Ties make splendid

In Fact We Have a Complete Line of Gifts for Any Man

Christ-Christma-

s

Gifts.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS

run

I
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CLEANING
FIVE MILLION CHRISTMAS
make a mighty forest, but forest service officials point out that many of
TREES USED THIS YEAR
them come from fit Ids which aro beTO GLADDEN HEARTS OF
ing cleared for farming purposes or
NATION'S KIDDIES
from forests which need thinning to
Washington,
Dec. 11. Between protect the more sturdy trees. They
four and five million Christmas trees also argue that trees are for use and
will be felled this year to brighten that there is no other use to which
Americr.n homes, c'.iurchrs and com- they could be put that would contribmunity centers, and delight the hearts ute so much to the joy of mankind
of the children. Thi3 is the estimate as their use by children on this one
of the forost service, vhich says that great holiday.
Of the total of Christmas trees con
the total cf trcos sod i:i this country each yulctid season equals ap- sumed in this country, 1,600,00 are
proximately the combined consump- used in New York state and New
says
tion of England, Scotland and Wales cngiana, mo lorest service
mid it about 25 per cent greater than black and red spruce are very com
monly seen in New England Christthat of Germany.
Forest service officials are opposed mas celebrations snd in New York
to any movement to discourage the snd Philadelphia. In Illinois and
use of these trees for Christmas pur- Ohio the local demand is supplied
Norway
poses. To the argument that the cut- partly with nursery-growting and use of the trees is a great spruce. Pines are in great demand
waste, they say that the custom is so for Christmas trees when fit and
Id, so well grounded, and a venerat- spruce are not available. Through'
ed, that even if it were economically out Maryland, Virginia and Washing'
somewhat Indefeasible, these aspects ton, D. C.'the scrub pine finds a way
will and should continue to outweigh into many homes, while in southern
Wyoming the Lodge Pole pine Is al
economic consideration.
Placed all together, the four or five most the only species available.
million trees uoecj annually would
Hemlock is often used, but only

no nine iiFaoe

3
PRESSING

in the absence of other varieties. Red
cedar, says the forest service, Is not
despised where better trees can not
be had as in the treeless states and
often in Tennessee and Pennsylvania.
In California red cedar and incense
cedar are not uncommon.
The
swamps of Michigan, Wisconsin and
Minnesota furnish: the markets of
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and
the cities of the plains states, while
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, the
Berkshire hills of Massachusetts and
the Adirondacks and Catskills in New
York are the source of supply for
New York, Philadelphia and Boston,
and even Baltimore and Washington.
Christmas trees, the forest service
says, vary in size from 5 to 35 feet,
and prices run from 25 cents to $35
or $50. Where the 25 cent trees are
available is not stated.

n:u
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This does not apply to Cars,

Trucks or Tractors.

Jones & Lindley

HOW DO YOU STAND?

He had fallen through the coal hole.

It

was a

quiet street.

Ho called

of speculation.

There was no brand
on the hide and the general supposition was that cattlo thieves were at
work. And then J. A. Boren went to
town and confessed that ho was the
guilty man. He had taken tho hide
to town to sell it, but as there was no
market whatever, he just dumped it
out on the prairie on his way home.

Anybody can ride through flush
smile, but it takes a real
man to smile when the adverse winds
begin to blw. Anybody can be a
friend when everything u reul lovely
hut only real friends abide when the
storm clouds appei r. Li t us be real
men and smile; let us be reul
Buy furniture (or your boms bow.
toduy and every day. Clurendon
Everything (really reduced for two
News.
week. Furniture has not coma dow
The Wheeler, Texas,
on Ike market but we
reduce otnr
states that a cow hide found in a lock. Clovlt Furniture and Underpasture near that town created a lot taking Company.

for times with a

help in vain. Mcanwhilo the pain increased until ho almost fainted. Ho
cpened his eyes to find an old gentleman ngoHing him. "Dear mc," said
the kind hearted pedestrian. "Have
you fallen through the coal hole?"
"Not at all," replied the man, trying
to smile. "Ao you seem to bo interested, I will tell you what heppencd.
I chanced to bo in here when they
built the pavement around me."

fri'-nd- s

nul

News-Revie-

--
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NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that letters
of administration upon the estate of
J. W. Malone, deceased, were granted
to me by the Probate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico, on the 7th day
of December, 1920, and all persons
having claims against sid estate are
required to present same for paymunt
within the perod of one year from
said dote, or they will bo forever barred.
IDA (I. MA !)'. E, ExnuUix

3.

TAILORING

THE RETORT CORTEOUS

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
THAT MIGHTY SERVICEABLE TRUCK.
There is this alum! Ihe Ford one-to- n
truck Hint keeps it growing in popularity, namely, the Rood reports which the owners of
Ford trucks spread abroad among their friends and acquaintances.
Well, "there is a reason." Yes, there are many reasons.
The Ford one-to- n
truck was built to serve and to satisfy. It
carries all the Ford virtues: lightness in weight, simplicity in design, strength in construction, flexibility and durability
besides
it has the lowest first cost and brings the lowest operating expense in the truck market.
It is just & ireful; just as necessary on the farm as in tho
city. It is just as necessary to the tradesmen, manufacturers,
commission men and others in the city as it is necessary for such
concerns to have a place to do business
other words, the
Ford truck is a general utility, and because of this fact and the
further fact of its universal economy it is in a class by itself.
We will be glad to take your order for one or more Ford
trucks and will give you fairly prompt delivery. You will likewise have the assurance of that reliable and economical after-serviwhich is such a valuable factor in the service of Ford cars.
Price, truck chaste $545.00, f. o. b. Detroit, including demountable
rims and pneumatic tires.
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early Christmas were
as to the date on
which the nativity of Christ
should be celebrated. Some of
these celebrated It on the first
or sixth of January, other groups
observed September 20 and still
another March 20. As early as
the fourth century, however, the
period of the new year had been
generally accepted as the time
for celebrating Christ's birth.
The Western branch of the
church observed December 29
and the Eastern church January
6. Finally It was decided that all
should celebrate December 25.
Pope Julius L, who presided In
the first half of the fourth century, Is credited with having set
the date.

TnE

Beginning on January 1st, 1921,
we will sell for cash only.

LTD

inin

ce

JONES & LINDLEY, Agents
Mrs. B.: "Charles,
have a little slate for
schooL"
Mr. B.: "Tell Willie
to the coal bin and help

Operating Highway Garage

Willie must
his work in
I

to go down
himself."

Jj
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Just Two More Days to Do Your Christmas Shopping!

RUSH

w

i
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nam

Val ues

mm1

Owing to the peculiar condition of the money market we purchased from a
big Diamond concern in the East a quantity of Diamonds at a remarkably low
figure. We bought these Diamonds at a close price by paying the SPOT CASH
and taking advantage of all discounts. They are now going to be passed along
to our customers at prices that make each one of them a wonderful investment.

:

9

DIAMONDS F

CHKlSTGflA

Nothing equals a diamond as a Christmas Gift. Come in and look over this
wonderful selection and make your choice early. We can positively save you
some money and remember everyone has OUfc ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE.

These Values Can Also
Be Obtained at
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These Values Can Also
Be Obtainedat
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THE OPTICAL SHOP

THE OPTICAL SHOP
112 N.MAIN

ST.

CLOVIS.N.MEX.
Merry Christmas to All Our Friends and Customers
S

NOTICE OF SUIT
In the District Court, Fifth Judicial district, County of Curry, Stutc
of New Mexico.
Robert L. Davis, pnlntiff, vi. Lula
No. 1008.
E. Davia, defendant.
To Lula E. Davia, the defendant
above named.
You are hereby notified that Robert L. Davis, the defendant above
named, on the 16th dty of December
1920, filed In the Dlntrict Clerk'a office of the DiHtrict Court of the County of Curry, State of New Mexico, his
verified complaint against you, and
by which complaint said Robert L.
Davia prays for a decree of absolute
divorce from you, said Lula E.
Davis, upon the grounds of abandonment.
And you, Lula E. Davis, are further
notified that unless you enter ysur
appearance in said cauao on or before
the 28th day f January, A. D. 1021,
judgment will be applied for in suid

cause, and the relief prayed for in
said complaint will be granted.
That the name of the plaintiff's
attormy is W. H. Sullivan, whose post
office address is Melrose, New Mexico
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand and the seal of said
Court, at Clovis, New Mexico, this
10th day of December, A. D. 1920.
W. C. ZERWER,
District
County Clerk and
Clerk.
By Nell Hayes, Deputy.
io

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
AND NOTICE OF APPOINT-MENOF ADMINISTRATOR
T

of Curry County, State of New Mex- ico, an the 10th day of December,!
1920.
All persons having claims against

said estute nre required to exhibit the
same to the undersigned at his office
in Melrose, New Mexico, for allowance, within twelve (12) months after the date of this notice with necessary vouchers, or they will be forever
precluded from any benefit of said
estate; or, said claims may be filed
with tho clerk of said Probate Court
Court.
Dated this 16th day of December,

9
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very attractive
SOME
in the new policies
of our company. Give us an
opportunity of explaining
them to you.

JOHN D. BROWNi

"The New York Life Man"
BARRY BUILDING

MsaErV III

111

At the end of each day he exam-ine- d was more concerned in showing gabs
himself and if he had failed ir. and stopping losses in his living than
Benjamin any of these virtues, he gave himself in his printing 'Jiiness.
In his autobiography,
Franklin's bookkeeping system was
Franklin tells how he kept books on a black mark on the ledger. In this
himself. He had a ledger, at the top way he kept himself informed as to practical application of the injunction,
of each page of which he wrote one the weak spots in his makeup, and de- "know thyself." Self knowledge ii
of the several virtues he regarded as voted himself constantly to improving the fundamental of the living busifundamental for right living.
One them. Thus he kept the record in ness. It generally runs by itself.
That's why there are so many failure
page he devoted to frugality, another the ledger balanced.
to temperance, a third to industry, a
To Ben Franklin living was the in that business. Albuquerque Her
most important of all business. He aid.
fourth to silence, and so on.
BUSINESS OF LIVING

-

Letys

settle
this right now!
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No man ever smoked a

better cigarette than Camel!
You'll find Camels unequalled by
any cigarette in the world at any

price because Camels combine
every feature that can make a
cigarette supreme
Camels expert blend of choice

Turkish and choice Domestic

on
hnving, the

will appeal to you, and permit

Discovery

COMPANY?

1

those who
first asked

genuine
Golden
Medical

one with more lusting benefits than o policy in tho NEW
YORK LIKE INSURANCE

die.

were

tho druggist
for, and

would make a more

the New York
THIS year
is going to dress up
nil its policies around Christ-ma- s
in a new Christmas envelope to mark this policy
from all other policies, to
iiiuke it stand out as a beautiful present for your family
in fitso, of your death, and
also ns a beautiful Christmas present for yourself in
your old age if yeu do not

Hoop

worn by

SUGGESTION
present

OLDEN TIME
elarU

CHRISTMAS
WHAT

7iftX&h.

T. SMITH, Administrator.

1
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Amarillo Dally News and the Clovis
In the Probate Court of Curry
News for $7.20 a year.
County, State of New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of A.
Hammond, deceased. No. 333.
Notice is hereby given that Letters
of Administration on the estate of A.
Hiimoml, deceased, was granted to
the undersigned by tho Probate Court
CO
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put up by
Dr. Tierce over hfty ycara

Dress litis changed very
nmeh since then! But Dr. Tierce's
medicines contain the same dependable ingrcdionta. They are
standard today just as they were
fifty years ago.
Dr. Tierce's Golden Medical
Discovery for tho stomach and
blood cannot bo surpassed by any
remedy today.
Dr. Tierce s Favorite Prescription for weak women has never
been equalled for tho distressing
complaints incident to womanhood. What others say:
Dkamyvillk, Ark. "I have nstnl
I

Dr. Tierce's Golden Modical Discovery
and also the 'Fa irito Prescription
with good results. I am now in better
hoalth than I have been In two years.
Dr. Pierce's medicines are all they are
claimed to be." Mas. Bbssik Slaolb.
8end 10 cents to Dr. Pierce's Invalids'
Hotel in Buffalo, N. T. (or trial poos
Bge uf any of bis medicines.

tobaccos puts Camels in a class by

themselves. Their smoothness

you to smoke liberally without tiring your taste
Camels leave no unpleasant ciga-rett- y
!

aftertaste nor unpleasant

cigar etty odor
You'll prefer Camels blend to either
kind of tobacco smoked straight I
1
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R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co,
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out of the wagon. The wagan passed
over his body, hurting his chest and
breaking his leg. He was taken in
the ambulance to the hospital in
Although his injuries are painful and serious we hope to have him
among us again soon.
Mr.'C. A. Freeman, on last Friday
evening, gave to the high school a
party; this day being Mr. Freeman's
birthday. The school brought a cake
decorated with forty-thre- e
candles,
but thirty-thre- e
would have been the
correct number and advised him to
blow all the candles out at one blow
or something else would happen. All
went out at one puff. After many
interesting games were played, lunch
was served to the high school pupils
and teachers of Ranchvale.
After
wishing Mr. Freeman one hundred
more birthdays, the pupils and teachers reluctantly departed from this
enjoyable evening.
We are glad to report Mr. Bush
and Mr. Bohannan much better.
Miss Gladys Groves spent Satur
day and Sunday with Miss Maggie
Hopper of Moye district.

House Shoes!

Clo-vi- s.

All Kinds
All Sizes
All Prices
Together with a Merry Christmas

Tho Cash Shoo Store

n

FOR HIM

Texico played two frames with us
last Friday. We lost both games but
we're better by knowing the boys
who played clean games.
Three new pupils the Misses
White enrolled in our school last
Monday. Miss Florine Hollman and
brother, James, will enroll with us
on January 1, 1921.
Our holidays will begin next Friday morning.
The Christmas tree
will be Christmas Eve.
Last Friday afternoon the intermediate and 7th and 8th grade rooms
entertained the school and a number
of visitors with an interesting program.
The unexpected will happen. Who
should get married but Miss Ethel
Miller, one of our high school pupils,
to Mr. Croft Goodman of Pleasant
Hill on last Sunday afternoon. Ethel
is a charming girl, and Mr. Goodman
a worthy boy. A host of friends of
each party wish them success and
happiness.
Last Friday afternocn Mr. Matthews team ran away throwing him

Candies!
We have a wonderful assortment of box and bulk candies
for Christmas. What will make
a better gift than a box of
our choice sweets.

Let's Go To

MURRAY'S
Confectionery

J

Slaughter Murray, Proprietor.

He will keep your system in best
sible condition. Located at 113
Main St.

largest size, for

$8.45

-

$195
$4.50

for

Underwear

Skirts

Gloves

Hose

Mouses

Shoos

lielts

Hath liobes

Hats

(Hows

Kimonas
Silk Underwear

iVtticoats

Sweaters

Ivory Articles, etc.

We want to thank our friends and customers for their
and wish you one and all

A Very Merry Christmas

Maud CMS
9

-
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Real Service!

JZ

houae in Portalea,

but soon the number of children seeking admittance
forced those in charge to seek larger
and more desirable quarters. Forty-fiv- e
acres of irrigated land with a
small cottage wete bought.
Later, additions wen- made to the
cottage and now the number of children has Increased until it is impossible to care far others until additional room is provided. This is one
of tho objects cf this campaign.
The children are taught good manners, principles of righteousness, and
morals; sent to the public schools,
clothed and cared for in every way
possible, like a real home. Thero is
no dictation in the matter of conscience and religion. Every child is
left free and may attend the church
of hla or her choice. The first dollar received on thla campaign waa
sent to headquarters at Albuquerque
by a Presbyterian pastor, who said it
-

We are now feeding mors
people than at any time we
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There is a
reason for this. We sre giving
our patrons the very best
service and plenty of good
things to eat

$2.95

Big line of Men's and Boys' Shoes at Surprisingly low Prices.
A Big Line of Trunks

was an expression of his interest m
caring for those needy children. All
money should bo cent to Rev. J. W.
Ilruner, Hox 485, Albuquerque, N. If.
1.1,000 tags are being
distributed
throughout the state. Tag day will
come on Dwem'-e24th and on Sun-dn2(lth, Orphan's Home day will
bo observed in the Sunday schools
of tho state.
It is expected that
many Sumlny schools of all denominations will observe the day.
Pastors and workers sre devoting
their time to the campaign and indications sre now that the campaign
will be a success.
J. J. Strickland, State S. 8. and
B. Y. P. U. Secretary, for the Baptist denomination, and Mum Fonvill
of Portalea sre here assisting the local forces in organising and canvassing the town for this institution, Mr.
A. W. Ilockenhnll and Rev. G. Ek
Kennedy sre in charge locally.
r

IMM
FOR YOUR GENEROUS PATRONAGE

We Thank
You

$4.95

for

Men's and Boys Suits

Hose

BAPTISTS TO RAISE
$10,000 FOR HOME
A Christmas campaign is now being waged throughout New Mexico
in the interest of the only Protestant
orphan's homo in the state, scaking
to raise $10,000 to pay off the indebtedness against tho home and to nro- vide for much needed improvements.
This campaign is ltd by Dr. J. tV.
Bruner of Albuquerque, and is for
the New Mexico
Baptist Orphan's
Home located at Portalea,
While the home is owned and operated by the Baptist Convention of
this state, it is run for the benefit of
the fatherless and motherless children of every denomination. Most of
the children that have been received
and are now in the home are from
other than Baptist homes.
At present there sre thirty-tw- o
children in the home. During the past
yesr twenty-fiv- e
have been cared for
regularly. The matron in charge of
the home is Miss Beutob Fonville, a
capable woman, who is devoting her
life to this kind of work. The homo
was opened May 1, 1919, in a rented

COMFORTS
$4.50 Values

Coats

THE STORE OF QUALITY

Baby Blankets, blue and pink, extra warm and heavy, $1.00

$8.50 Values

Handkerchiefs

S.

Some surprising values in Blankets.

at

Suits

pos-

EXTRA SPECIAL

$8.50 Values

Ties

Prevent that LaGrippe, Flu and
Pneum nita by seeing Dr. Warriner.

FOR THIS WEEK WE WILL OFFER

for

Overcoats

Furs
Handkerchiefs

.

SURPRISE STORE NO. 3

$7.25 Values

Dresses

Sweaters, etc.

i

$12.50 Values, all wool,

Caps

Smoking Jackets
Shirts

Thursday night and everyone is looking forward to the short vocation
which we hope everyone will enjoy
very much, and return to school when
the New Year call us back to our
books with the same spirit in which
they leave for the vacation.
Owing to the condition of the roads
we have had some difficulty in getting to school, but still there is hope
that by the New Year they will be in
better condition.
Several of the young folks were
disappointed when they arrived in
Clovis Saturday night and found
that the basketball game was put off,
but enjoyed the show very much and
then returned home.
Jack Bainum, who has been attending the school of opportunity in Denver, Colo., is spending his vacation
with his parents here. He intends u
return to Denver with the New Year.

FOR HER

Suits
Bath Robes

Everyone has a high spirit in get-

Christmas

O

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

ready for the Christmas program
t ting
which will be held at the church on

NEWS

IN TODAY AND LET US ASSIST YOU IN
YOUR CHRISTMAS FOR HIM OR HER AT

COME

BELLVIEW SCHOOL NOTES

RANCHVALE

Only Two More Shopping
Days Left Before Christmas

In the year

1921 we

trust fortune

will be as kind to you as you have
been to us in the past year.

OPEN ALL NIGHT

All Kinds of Work Clothes

We have adopted
new policy of keeping our restaurant
open all night This will' give
the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
ho late they are in getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

Largest line of Glovis in Clovis at the cheapest Prices

SURPRISE STORE NO. 3

Qur best wishes to all of our friends and customers.

m

NEXT DOOR TO JOURNAL OFFICE
HERE TO STAY
HERE TO STAY

Ogg&Boss Cafe
Open All Night
iJeifcJ

Admiral Welding Shop
CLOVIS, N. M.

y,
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Priiot.

t

For the best ten stories, including
pictures of the boys and machinery
or equipment used
First prize, $10.00.
Second prize, $7.50.
Third prize, $5.00.
Fourth, fifth, and sixth prizes
Choice of books on agricultural, .en
gineering, livestock judging, or other
farm questions.
Seven, Eight, nine and ten a three
year's subscription
to Successful
Farming.
The girls' prizes are the same ex
TO OUR PATRONS, OUR FRIENDS, IN CLOVIS
cept that fourth, fifth and sixth prlz
es are choice of textbooks on home
AND CURRY COUNTY-- WE
WISH YOU ONE economies', home equipment, or home
decoration.
AND. ALL A MERRY CHRISTMAS
Ask any questions you care to when
you send in your application for rec
ord sheets. You may get any infor
mation you desire from your state
agricultural college, county office,
your teacher or an implement dealer
regarding the machine or equipment
you select for demonstration.
COUPON
Clip this and send in at once to the
address given:
"The Bank ThafAccommodatcs"
Des Moines,
Successful Farming,
Iowa,
I desire to enter the contest for
boys and girla concerning labor-sa- v
ing divices used on the farm. I will
Cecil Mix, Ranchvale.
AND GIRLS'
write a story giving my experience
Lowell Groves, Ranchvale.
in the use of
.
(Fill in name of device you expect
CLUB CORNER
The Swine World is awardin gthe
(By Mr. Edna Hume Durand)
pig club prizes and the lists have to use.)
Please send me record blanks and
been sent in by Mr. Foster so that
all information regarding the contest.
The district medals ore being en- they should be here soon.
Name
.
graved and will be mailed out as
In the Boys' and Girls' Club De- Route
County
Those receiving partment of Successful Farming an
wan at finished.
Town
- State
medals are:
other contest is starting this month
For First Prise
that will prove of so much value to
WHAT ARE VITAMINES T
Marie McDonald, Texico.
clubbers who engage in it that this
"What are vitamines?"
taurine Wright, Texico.
means is used to pass it on to the
Henry Slater, Texico.
This is a question asked repeatedly
Curry County members.
dine Crume, Texico.
This one has to do with improved since the importance of these com'
Edward Engram, Locust Grove.
farm equipment. Many boys are run pounds in foods has come into promi
Agnes LaDuke, Locust Grove.
ning the engine, feed mill, wood saw, nence, but no definite answer has yet
Randol White, Locust Grove.
milking machins, cream separator, in been given. Investigation by scien
Agnes Osborne, Bellview.
cubator, homo lighting plant, water ticsts at universities, agricultural ex
Thekla Singleterry, Frio.
system, heating plant, manure spread- pcriment stations, and institutions for
Eivar Sorenson, Grady.
er, ventilating system, etc., Or per medical research have revealed much
pel Tate, Ranchvale.
haps the girls operate the power information regarding the function
For Socond Prise
chum, powet washer, vacuum clean of vitamincs in body maintenance and
building, and the parts of the various
Paul Hopper, Moye.
or, care for the separator, etc.
foods in which they are to be found
Louisa DeLosier, Pleasant Hill.
Conditions of tho Contort.
Edith Done, Texico.
That vitamincs are compounds ab
Must enroll by January 1st, start
Hie Duke, Clovis.
your records by January 15th. (The solutcly essential in the food, in order
Aurvll Rose, Bellview.
department will send record blanks.) to maintain the weight of the body
Howard LaDuke, Locust Grove.
Contest clones February 28th. The and produce growth, has been defi
Mildred Garrett, Grady.
report must show time saved and gen nitcly proved. The lack of vitamines
lga Carter, Grady.
eral benefits resulting from using la causes deficiency diseases, so named
Gladys Groves, Ranchvale.
bor saving devices and machinery as because they are due to lack of some
thing in diet. Vitamines are present
compared with the old.
Dola Brunk, Ranchvale.
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SOMETIMES WE MAKE MONEY BY LOSING MONEY ON

THE ACTUAL SALE
That is the situation wc face today and it is to your decided
profit to know of this sale.

,

I Tho Glovis

.,

Because we want to clear up our stock and get ready for tho
new season's goods, we offer you savings that represent, in many
cases, discounts over wholesale costB.

national Bank

The best way is to drop in at your convenience and see for
v
yourself what these savings arc and how they interest you.
We are closing out our chewing tobaccos at cost.
.'i

BOYS'

0,

,...... ...

and are needed in such small quanti
ties in the food that chemists have not
yet been able to isolate them from the
many other compounds which are in
foods. For this reason, we know very
little of the actual character of vita'
mines.
Throo Typos of VlU.ntnos.
According to a statement by Dr.
Carl 0. Johns, formerly in charge of
nutrition work in the Bureau of
Chemistry, United States Department
of Agriculture, vitamines have been
classified into three different types
depending upon the function which
g
they have in promoting
and growth.
The first type is known as water-solubvitamines, and these are necessary to obtain growth from food.
i,
which
Lack of these cause
manifests itself by disease of the
nervous system and by other symptoms. These vitamines are found in

seeds, in green plants , in certain
bulbs and fleshy roots and fruits, and
in milk and eggs, as well as in certain
organs of the animal body. The seeds
referred to include beans, nuts,
and the vnrious cereal grains. When
cereals are very highly milled in order
to obtain a very fine white flour, a
large part of the vitamines may be realso lost
moved. Vitamines are
when rice, is polished in order to remove the outer layers which contain
most of the vitamines. It is for this
reason that a diet consisting mainly
i,
of polished rice may cause
while unpolished rice does not cause
this disease.
The second type is knows as
and these are
vitamines,
found in butter, eggs, milk and in
certain animal organs such at the
heart, kidney and liver, and to some
xtent in other fats as well. They
also exist in smaller quantities in cer
beri-ber-

well-bein-

le

le

beri-ber-

(

Yita-mitain seeds. When
are absent from the diet, animals and man are subject to disease
of the eyes, which appears to be related to xerophthalmia and which, if
nea

prolonged, may produce blindness.
Bost Source ia VogotaUos.
The third type is known as antiscorbutic vitamines that is,, those.'
which prevent scurvy, which manifests itself by disease of the bone
as well as in other ways. These vitamines are found in oranges, grape
fruit, lemons, and other citrus fruits,-!an- d
in green vegetables, such as to--j
mntoes, spinach, and lettuce, and ia
'
eggs and raw milk. The drying ot
acvegetables frequently destroys the
tivity of the antiscorbutic vitamines
The best source of vitamines ia in
the leafy ports of vegetable, and thist
is one of the reasons why spinach,
lettuce and cabbage are valuable)
'
A
foods.
.
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WHY NOT A PIPE FOR CHRISTMAS?
WHY NOT A BOX OF CIGARS?
WHY NOT A JAR OF TOBACCO?
WHY NOT ALL OF THEM
We have in stock an attractive line of Pipes ordered for the
holiday trade. Most men are smokers and dearly love a good
pipe. Give him one and make him happy.
Our cigars and tobacco have the quality and aroma that calla
for more. A very appropriate and welcome gift for any smoker.

Wc wish you one and all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New

Year. We appreciate your patronage during the past year, and
we extend to you our cordial invitation to let us be of service to
you during the coming year.

i

Christopher's Candy

Don't Forget We still have a few nice presents for ladies
in our Ladies' Exchange Department. There arc only a few more
days till Christmas and you should not fail to take advantage of

Finest in the World
BOX AND BULK

these splendid bargains.

See our line of Christmas Greeting Carda
THE LATEST THING OUT

Miss Lucy Turner
0
0
0
0yi

i

Post Office .Ne?7S Stand

Milliner
EAST GRAND AVENUE

g
L
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THERE IS YET HOPE.

L. M. BIGGS

DR.

4

Veterinary 3urfoa
Phone 331
ClovU,

4
4
4

Dr J. B. Westerfield

4
Phystclaa and Surgeon.
Office over First National Bank 4
Residence 260 4
Office Fhoue 231.

44444

44444444444444444
X

4

0. WAKRINER
CHIROPRACTOR
113 South Main Si.
TOONS 101

DK. C.

4
4
4

"What have you done with those
last year!"
"I'm hanging on to them. If the

oil stocks you bought

price of paper keeps going up I may
get my money back out o fthem some
day."

Nw Miic

4
4

4

44444444444444444
44444 4444

4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

Some men may be s'.ow to catch on,
but given time, most members of the
gallant sex will finally reach a correct conclusion. A Topcka man has
finally decided thnt his wife docs not
love him and h;vs filed suit for divorce.
Three timco he bought furniture for
their heme and each time she sold the
furniture and made away with the
money. The fourth imc she played
that trick, the Topcka man became
suspicious.

ESTABLI
THE SERVICE

HED

S

YOU WILL SECURE FROM

THE COMMANDER

OVERCOAT YOU PURCHASE FROM US HAS BEEN PREDETERMINED BY OUR TAILORS AT FASHION PARK. GUESS-WORK

THE VALUE IS EXCEPTIONAL

HAS, BEENELIMINATED..

Kcws Classified Ads get results.

Dr W. M. Lancaster

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON 4
ClovU, Now Masico
4
Office Suite 3, Barry Building 4
Telephone 422
4

4
4
4
4

Clovis Marble Works

Continues to Grow

44444444444444444

Dad Dwight, proprietor of the
Clovis Marble Works, has a large
THOMAS W. JONES
4 stock of monuments and gravo mark'
Veterinarian.
era from $20.00 up to (50.00. He now
200 West Otero Street.
ClorU, N. M.
Phoce 46.
has another engraver to help give you
quick service. He has r.o agents and
can give the customer the advantage
WALTER W. MATES of the read man's fees. See him soon
ATTORNEY.AT-LA4 as he is thinking of moving his yard
Practices In All Courts
4 to a better place then you will have
ClovU, N. M.
4 to buy your grave stones from a

4
4
4

444444444
44444444444444444
4
4
4

44444444444

k

4
4

dr.

4
4
4

I

profiteering agent
4
4

Physician and Surgaoa
Office over Dcnhof Jew. Cc.
Residence, 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

4

rAitx

4

l. McClelland

c.

I

CW7XJIS

Come

4
4

the

See

Large

Stock of Marble

4

44444444444444444

4444444444444444
44444444444444444
4
4 ELECTRIC FLOOR
SURFACE CO. 4
4
New and old floors surfaced 4
4
4 and finished. Makes your floors 4
4 easy to keep clean. Call Gam- - 4
4
4 mell, phone 334.

u

44444444444444444

444444444444444
DR. H. R. GIBSON 4
4
4
4
4

OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both scute snd
chronic. Office in New Tile
building on corner north of Fire
4 Station snd east of Lyceum
4 theatre.
4 Office phone 383. Residence 300.

4

4

4

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

J. WRIGHT

Chiropractor
Over Farmers State Bank
Hours 0 a. m. to 5 p. ni.
rhone 346

4

T.

44444444444444444

The Woman's Tonic

a.

"I found after one bottle of Cardui I was improving," adds Mrs.
Crosswliite. "Six bottles of Cardui and . . . I
was cured, yes, I can say
they were a
d
to
me. I believe 1 would
have died, had It not been
forCcrdul." Cardui has
hcen fnund tipnjfirlat In

fytfi

ninny thousands of other
enscs of womanly trou-- :t

V4

ATONIC

God-sen-

) ffOR YOUR

repeating, and all stomach miseries.
dmeilion and appatlt. k'wp tnmncb

Ai

I'ctami
ronf. Incrauvt Vitality and Pop.
"'ATOMHIlMhshMtrnmcily.
Teiw of thoo-n- cent
wondfrfully benefited. Only cot
ly
J'.mlivi
uuiiri.ntml
to
ly
er'.w.ia
mosey, Ikt a bit
or wo will
sl
Vuu will oou.
b

ti

j.;

SOUTHWESTERN

Cloi,

DRUG CO.,

N. M.

PILLS
CHICHESTER SIIIIAVK.
A

-

H

VsiWa
TVJl
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i
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W

V1
AT

11

Dlin..n JTtr(lV

it,
i'iii
t...n, uilr.1 with uuii ltt,n.Av
no wkrr. It.y ..rrot,, V
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Oruviri.t. A. f I 111.4 If!
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SOLD BY DRUGGISTS

AL WAYS PRICED TO WARRANT VALUE

3?

!ftrll:

the State of New Mexico, this 18th
WEEK day of December, A. D. 1920.
Witness my hand nnd the great
WHEREAS, the 17th day of Janu- seal of the State of New Mexico.
O. A LARRAZOLO,
ary marks the day of the birth of
Governor.
Benjamin Franklin who, by precept
and example, became America's Apos-t- l
ESSAY ON MEN.
3 of Thrift, and
the Young Men's
WHEREAS,
Men are what women marry. They
Christian Association, with tho sup- have two hands, two feet and someof the Treas- times two wives, but never moro
port and
than
ury Department of the United States, one collnr button or one idea at the
and many commcrciul, civic and edu- time.
cational organizations, has set apart
Like Turkish cigarettes, men are
Benjamin Franklin's birthduy as Na- all made of the camo material ; tho ontional Thrift Day, and has planned ly difference being that some are a
of little bettor dlsKuis"d than others.
for the observance of the wt-eJanuary 17th to 23rd as National
Generally speaking, they may be
Thrift Week, designed to stimulate divided into throe classes; husbands,
the individual to think straight and bachelors and widowers. Bachelors
act wim-l- in regard to money matters an a commodity, husbands a ncccs- in the realms of earning, sponding,
saving, investing, and giving, and
WHEREAS, it behooves every citizen to take serious thought to lesson
extravujrances and wuste in order tft
strengthen the character of our citDisizenship and thot there may be built "That's Dr. Klnft's New
covery, for Fifty Years
up a more staple, prosperous unci trua Cold Breaker"
ly American population, and
for fifty years and
WHEREAS, the economic educa- TIME-TRIEmore popnl.ir than tnd.iy.
tional program of National Thrift Nothing but the relief it jjives from
Week is well devised to foster thche stubborn old colds, and
of thi'if'. al new oucii, fcrippo uikI
desirable
conditions
could have made Dr. King s
thrift, not only economic, but ulu coughs
New )iicovcry the stand rd remedy it
social, educational, physical and re- is tod.iy. No harmful drugs.
ligious;
Always reliable, ami good for the
Now, therefore, I, O, A. I.nrrnzolo, whole laiuily. I las a ronvincim;, healing taste with all its good imdii iuul
Coventor of the State of New Mexico, qualities.
At all druggists, 0!) rents,
by virtue of the authority vested in (!.20a bottle.
me, hereby designate the. week of
January 17 to 23, inclusive,, as
NATIONAL THRIFT WEEK
and do earnestly recommend to all
officers of this state, the mayors, and
county oficinls, superintendents nnd
teachers of our schools, ministers and
priests of our churches, industrial The Results of Constipation
plants, trade, civic or other organi- are sick headaches, biliousness, sallow
zations, and all employes or members kin, waste matter in the intestinal
thereof to exert every effort, indi- system. Correct this
condition by taking Dr. King's
vidually and through
their local
Pills. Keel good every day. Keep
thrift commi't es to Make National the system clean and virile. Same
Thrift Week a period of constructive olil price, 25 cents. All druggists.
thought and action, and of economic
Gripo
planning for everyone within their
several communities.
Dono at the City of Sunta Fe, in
ISSUES PROCLAMATION
FOR THRIFT

4 Eye, Ear, Nom and Throat, 4
4 of Roawell, N. M., will be in Clo- - 4
4 yis the 6th of each month.
4

InatnntlvroIlMVoa HMrlktirn Rlnmft
edGauy Feeling. Stops food souring,

AT FASHION PARK

4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444J

TAKE

4444444444444444'
44444444444444444
DR.
E. PRESLEY
4
4

After you eat always take

TAILORED

,"

44444444444444444
S.

READY-TO-PUT-O-

Cross-whit-

-

4
4

Was
O
Very Kx4
Weak
"After the birth ol my
baby I had a back-sete,
writes Mrs. Mattie
of Glade Spring,
Va.
"1 was very ill;
thought I was going to
die. I was so weak I
couldn't raise my head to
get a drink of water. I
took . . . medicine, yet I
didn't get any better. I
was constipated and very
weak, getting worse and
worse. I sent for Cardui."

4

Clovls. New Mexico.

CUSTOM SERVICE WITHOUT
THE ANNOYANCE OP A TRY-O-

q b!cs. If you feel the need
., .J of a good, slrengthen-yi- tj
in tonic, why not try
Cardui ? It may be just
what you need.

AU

"Only One Thing

Breaksy

Cold"

--

sity and widowers a luxury especial-- '
ly when makir.g love.
Husbands are of three varieties
prizes, surpiises and booby prizes;
making a husband out of u man is one
of the highest plastic arts known to
civilization. It requires science, sculpture, common sense, faith, hope nnd
charity, especially charity.
Bachelors come in two varieties
eligible and ineligible.
An eligible
bachelor is a body of vanity completely surrounded by women, and on ineligible bachelor is a man of
entirely surrounded by suspicion.
In these days of femininism a husband is of no importance whatever
until you havu tried living your whole
life without ono. A divorced husband
isn't better than none nt all.
It has b"en a mrtt!.or of scientific
wonder thnt a fluffy, soft, tender,
violet scented little thing liko a woman should enjoy kissing a big awkthing like n
ward,
mun. Clifton (Tex.) Record.
obRtl-nanc- y

stubby-chinne-

d

I'THERANS.
'.orvicos were conducted
last Sundp.? morning by Rev. Erwin
Umbaeh or" Uoswcll. Rev. Umbnrh is
working under the cun:ices of the
mission board of the Texas district,

Luliifii,

Lutheran Synod of Misouri. Ohln anrf
Any Lutherans residing
in cr near Clovis who would bo inter-'
ested in Lutheran services or the establishment of regular Lutheran wor
ship arj lequested to communicate
with Rev. Umbaeh by addressing a
card or letter to 807 North Kentucky
Ave., Riswell, N. M.

other states.

Don't Experiment

If these remedies do not prove

sat-

isfactory, your money will be refunded.

RUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK REMEDY
(Tht Orif ln Korak Wond.r)
For all disorders of tho stomach,
kidneys, liver and bowels. A splendid blood purifier, removes worms
from tho body, stops bed wetting. A
grent family medicine. Trice f 1.00
per box.
RUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK OIL
For rheumatism nnd all aches and
pains, corns, bunions, sore feet, also
for wire cuts and galled shoulders.
Price 75c per bottle.
FOR SALE BY
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
Clovii, N. M.
THE H. D. Rl'f'KER REMEDY CO.
Aniarillo, Texns
1

throat-torturin-

Druggists

I

J. 76

LVLKVnHLRE

TEXAS WONDER

not told by your drupfrist will be tont
Ku mnil nn
nr.
nn..l,tf

f.

1

.

for kidney and bladder troubles, grav- el, weak and nmo back, rheumatism ,worn toUlnonil(ls
Dr E w
and
2926 Olive st., St. Louis, Mo.
blnddcr in both men and women. If by druggists.

Sold

For colds andcovghti

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
and 214 S. Main Street.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203
208

210-21-

2

New Discovery

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
S. Main

Street.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones

Day,

G7;

Night, 14 and 203

g

AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

prompt! Wont

D
, IcKinffaPills

AMBULANCE SERVICE
O. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.
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SALESMAN LIVED

There's a. sack of

vNAPICn

IT DID NO GOOD," HE SAYS 'BUT
TANLAC HAS ENTIRELY RID
ME OF STOMACH TROUBLE

Ik.

le'rVtt..

ON BOILED MILK

.

NIWMII

QWUO

One gift you should present to your family each
day in the year is food prepared with

Sunlight Flour
Gramcr Mill & Elovaiors Go.
WE WANT YOUR GRAIN

pounds
"I have gained twenty-fou- r
since I started taking Tanlac and am
a well man for the first time in
twelve yean." was the statement
made recently by J. H. C. Beekman,
7554 South Carondelet Street, Los
Angeles, California.
"Twelve years ago my stomach
went back on me and since then I
don't believe any man ever suffered
with a woiae case of indigestion than
I have. My appetite was fairly good
but everything disagreed with me. I
would bloat all up with gas and my
heart palpitated so bad that at times
weak, fainty spells came on me and
nearly laid me out altogether. I had
severe cramps in my stomach and
such awful pains right under my ribs
that it was all I could do to stand it
I fell off in weight and got S3 weak
I was hardly able to hold out at work
till night came. Nothing I tried gave
me any relief and for five weeks I
lived entirely on boiled milk, but in
the end was worse off than when I

no reason last Christmas seems
started.
long ugo to some folks is because
"But now, thanks to Tenia;, I am
that was the lust time they tasted a well man and feeling better than
eggnog.
at any time since my troubles began.
I am not afraid to cat anythingfor I
No mutter how much excitement
can digest it without a sign of trouble.
a bridal couplo may ccuee at the I
am back to my normal weight again
station when they r.ro leaving, no
and feel so strong I never think of
body pays much i.ttentlc.i when they
having to quit work. Tanlae is the
como back.
medicino for stomach trouble of any
4
kind, and I don't believe anyone will
It looks to us like there are more be disappointed if the only1 give
people in this country who are borit a trial."
rowing trouble th .n r.re paying their
Tanlac is sold in Clovls by City
debts.
Drug Co., in Tcxico by Red Cross
4
Pharmacy and in Melrose by Irwin
Also it has just about gotten so &
(Advertisement.)
Pool.
that when a woman has to stay at
home two nights in succession she
FURNITURE REDUCED
asks her husband f all her life is to
be humdrum like that.
Prices on furniture, rugs and
4
stove greatly reduced for the next
A went Dallas widow sr.yi the rea- Two weeks. Take advantage of thase '
son she broke her last engagement temarkabla bargains and select your
was because her finrce was a fat Christmas gifts With something
man who said he wanted a suburban ful for tha boms. Clovls Furniture
home so he could snore all he wanted and Undertaking Co.
to without dtetu bing the neighbors.
Special Clubbing Offer The
Big reduction in prices on furni
Daily Tribune and the Clovls
for nest two News, both for one year for $6.50.
tin, rugs and
werlu. OotU Furniture and Under Leave your subscription at the News
taking Company.
Of ice
1

Merry Qiristmas

To our many friends and customers.
We feel grateful to you for contributing to
our success during 1920.

We have doubled the size of our plant, and
are in position to give you even better ser-

S3

SNAP SHOTS
(Dallas News)
Probably the most costly travel in
the world It by automobile with a
fool for a driver.
Personally, wo are optimistic, but
we fear our silk shirt will fed thin
after we htve pawned our overcoat.

Our idea of a sterling character is
a young man who would rather owe
debts than be baggy at the knees,
One reason why we are glad that
men don't carry fur muffs is because
the fat ones would look like they
were warming the'r bay windows.
others, but the worst
There a
kind of henpecked husband is one
who has to buy baker's bread for
himself and dog biscuits for a poodle
Mrs. Peevish says the reason why
she and little pansy felt poor last
Christmas was because prices were
so high, and now it is because they
are so low.

Am-aril- lo

vice during the year 1921.

Steam

Clovis

itog

PHONE 48

fc

IS

BOXES,

OLD CHRISTMAS

FAD

the respective precincts of the county at the following named
places and dates, for the purpose of assessing the taxable property of said county as provided by law, for the year 1921.

ute something tpwnrd the Industrious.
Later the sift en me to he detnnnded
as a right and became Mimonhnt of
a nuisance. Long ago the Roman Catholic priests had masses for everything, and If a ship went to the West
Indies they had a box In her tinder
the protection of some patron saint.
Into which the s llors put money or
other valuables In order to secure the
prayers of the church. At Christ-ma- s
these boxes were opened and were
thence called Christmas boxes. In
England the day after Christmas Is
known as "Boxing day," from the
Christmas boxes which used to be In
circulation, and In the British museum can be seen boxes covered with
green glaze with a silt In the side for
money and presents.

TEXICO Triplett's store, Monday, January 17th and Tuesday
January, 18th.
BLACKTOWEE

L.

J. Sparks, Thursday, January 20th.

HAVENER Store, Friday, January, 21st.
ST VBAIN Store, Monday, January 24th.
MELROSE Hotel, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, January 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th and 29th.
FIEfJ) Post Office, Monday, February 7th.
Smithson'a office, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
February 8th, 9th and 10th.

i

No husband wants his wife
to be a drudge
You owe it to your family as well as
yourself that the housework that daily
drudgery take no more time and energy
than is absolutely necessary.

GRADY
BONEY

Store, Friday, February 11th.

BELLVIEW
HOLLENE

Store, Saturday, February 12.
Store, Tuesday, February 15th.

PLEASANT HILL Store, Wednesday, February 16th.
CLAUD Store, Monday, February 21st.
Rendition for taxes for 1921 will be taken at the court house
every week day from January 3rd to February 28th inclusive.

Taxpayers of each precinct are hereby notified not to fail on
said day to make their returns of property in order to avoid the
25 per cent penalty imposed by law and in order that you may'
secure the exemption granted to heads of families.
Persons absent from their precincts are notified to make
their returns to the Assessor's Office at the Court House in the
City of Clovia, said County and State, on or before the first day
of March, 1921.

GEORGE ROACH,
County Assessor Curry County

Present

HE bestowal of Christmas
boxes Is of great antiquity.
and wns formerly the bounty
of well disposed
persons
who were willing to contrib

3
mi
swaps
I mm

tax-pa-

An Ideal Christmas

Ancient Custom at One Time Developed Into Demand as Right snd
Becsme Nuisance.

y
Not itc is
yivt'ii
all
its of Curry County,
New
Mexico,,
Stale of
that the Assessor or a Deputy will be in
1

Laundry

mm. mm m

CHRISTMAS

BAG

nmair lamiu

Cleaners

FOR GUESTS

ii imiM.NttruitwiiM

You ought to have a Torrington Cleaner.
It turns the drudgery of sweeping into an
easy fifteen minutes in the morning. It
Speeds and lightens your daily work in a
dozen different ways. The Torrington
Electric Vacuum Cleaner with its revolving
carpet-sweepbrush will do all these
things for you.
You can prove this by trying a Toning
ton in your home for a few days. Phono
us now to send one out.

Container for Presents Attached to
Backs of Chairs With Bow of
.
Red Satin Ribbon.
Christians bng Is nn
planned by one housekeeper.
The breukfaKt tuhle Is to be decorated
with a mirror in the center, outlined
as a star by holly sprigs, and with a
slender cut glass vase In the center
holding red chrysanthemums.
flowers also radiate from the
central star with the blossoms toward
the plates of those for whom the
flowers are Intended. Every napkin
lies beneath a Christmas card with a
sprig of holly tied upon It with red
ribbon, and to the back of every chair
is tied bag with a big red satin bow.
The bags are of all sites, and each
Is full of Individual gifts. One Is an
opera bag, another a shopping bag
In black and gold, still another la
brown leather and gold nallheads, another a bsg for collars and- cuffs, another a gay laundry bag, one Is suggestive of the scraps grandmother will
put Into It, snd the other of books
that a small girl will carry to school
All are as dainty and fine as careful
workmanship and good materials can
make them, and there will be fun
emptying the materials out of the various bags.

-

THE

er

Long-stemm-

W. I. MILES FURNITURE
W. Otero, 1 door west of Cotter
Ps-e344 FS
Hotel
CO-11- 6

&

IF

nolo
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THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
X

t

Capital $50,000

Surplus $27,600

"The Bank That Accomodates"

i

THE CL0VI3
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FURNITURE PRICES DOWN

t

Down goe the pricei of Furniture,
ttovet and rugi. For two weeks we
era cutting all our price to the quick.
'
Take idvantage of thil offer and buy
There have boon several from this presents for the homo for Christmas.
ylnre in Clovis shopping for the last Ctovis Furniture and Undertaking Co.
week or two.
STICK TO THE DAIRY COW.
Mr. It. N. Hagler is reported on
)ie sick list
We have oftenluard that the cow
Sum Eandol'e children arc much the sow and the hen are the nnimuls
to stick to in adveiaity. This is true
better nt this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Randol and because they arc economic in their
use of food, yet their product is the
sinter, Gladys, visited at Mr. Bell's
most staple and the most in demand,
Sunday.
bringing cash in the market and being
'Mr. P. M. Owens and Mrs. Bart
needed by nearly everybody every
Osborne mid their families were call-rr- s day. What would an American meal
at the T. J. Randol home Sunday be without the products af the cow,
fternoon.
the sow and the hen? They make up
Most of the farmers here have the great bulk of
oi.r best foods, and
ready
pulled
to
and
are
Ihoir com
it is a question of whether bread, or
eelebrate Christmas.
milk and dairy products constitute the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vaughn of staff of life. In most homes more
Union visited at the heme of their money is spent for milk and dairy
daughter, Mrs. Sam Randol, Sunday. products than for any other kind of
Mr. Orman London's children have food, either meat, bread or vegetabeen quite sick the last week or two. bles.
Mrs. Bowman, is also on the sick
falling and we are rapPrice? n
list.
idly coming to a readjustment which
There will be a Christmas tree at will probably be not as low as preLocust Grove school house Friday war times but somewhere between the
night. Everyone invited to attend. extremes, a happy medium, as it
TRIBUNE Special were. We will go right on eating all
AMARILLO
clubbing rate of only $8.60 for the the good things which can be obtained
Daily Tribune and the Clovis News and will probably consume more of
the products of the cow than we
for a short time only
have in the past.
Scientific investigation has shown
A nic. piece of furniture or a rug
us
the great value of milk and its
member
gift
any
make
for
will
nice
of the family. Big two week'i reduc- products. It has shown us thnt this
tion now on It Clovit Furniture Co. food is practically indispensible, being required
in order
to obtain
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION. hi'alth, vigor and gro wth. This truth
(Male and Female)
is finding its way to the masses, and
Aji examination for clerk in the they are learning to use more of the
post office will be held in this city various dairy products.
Recent bulletins, investigations and
on January 8, 1921.
Applicants must be citizens of the reports from both state and govern- United States between the ages of men.t show that during the p:ist two
18 and 45 years on the date of the years the fattening of beef cattle litis
been largely a loiing business; in
examination.
Age and height and weight require- ather words, the,-- was more money
it
ments are waived in the case of hon- lost than made m the ent"vpi-worably d'scharged soldiers, sailors and is indeed unfortunate to report sneli
a condition, for everyone knows the
marines.
must be physically Vvestock industry needs encourageApplicants
pound and male applicants must not ment. There has been a good deal of
be less than 5 feet 4 inches in height gamble in the feeding business duryears; that
in bare feet and weigh not Ices than ing the past twenty-fiv- e
12") pounds without overcoat or hat. is, some years have been good and
For application blanks and further some bad, and both the buying and
information relative to this examina- r iling were hazardous. No doubt
tion address, Ben F. Moss, Local Sec if a wider use of silage had been
retary, Board of U. S. Civil Service made the profit would have been
much greater. According to all the
Examiners, Clovis, New Mexico.

LOCUST CROVE LOCALS

.

(IHAXI) AVE

(IRANI) AVE

A.B.Austin&Co.

AND

AND

'MITCIIKLL ST.

MITCHELL ST.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

EXTEND THE SEASON'S

GREETINGS.

THANKFUL TO' OUR PATRONS

WE FEEL

WHO HAVE MADE IT

POSSIBLE FOR US TO ROLL UP THE GREATEST VOLUME
OF BUSINESS IN 1920 THAN IN ANY PREVIOUS YEAR.
WE WILL STRIVE TO MEASURE UP TO YOUR STAND-AR-

D

OF QUALITY, SERVICE AND PRICES IN 1921.

Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year To All
GRAND AVENUE

'

AND

n

MITCHELL STREET

A.B . Austin & Co.

GRAND AVENUE
AND
MITCHELL STREET

The Price is the Thing

"If"

'

feeding tests this is very evident.
Hie man who is raising a family
and trying to pay off u'Mcbt on the
farm does not like to gamble and to
him the dairy cow will provide a sure
and steady income. Every good dairy
cow given good care during the past
two years has made from twenty-fiv- e
to two hundred dollars profit, the variation depending upon tho kind of
cow and her care, also on how well
her product wos marketed.
is
mor?
You soy that dairying

T

rness

which is sure of u profit.
Ic
means not only more work, but steady
work. The work, however, is not
hard. It can be done by old or young.
The boy going to school can milk a
few cows each night and morning; it
'won't hurt him, it will pay his way
and then some. I know a lot of good
j men who started out by milking cows
land going to school.
The future looks bright for any
farmer who wishes to curry on a

little dairy business during the coming
year.
The market is good for milk
and butterfat, and it will, without
doubt, continue to be good, I'or this
is a I'lihiness which is n.it overcrowded
or overdone. You can make your feed
worth from two to three dollars per
bushel by feeding it to good dairy
cows.
The same with hay, oats and
fodder. In this way y.m cm simhI it
to market ami obtain a fancy price.
You will be engaging in a business
which requires the best qualities of

'

j

'

a man, that is, steadiness, careful
figuring, humanity and good judg-- !
inent. There is a reward for such
work ami it should be so. If you are
engagi'il in something which anybody
can do you must exjiect a bwer price
for the competition i greater. The
future looks very bright for the dairy
industry, and especially for the man
who is willing to take pains and get
some good producing cows and give
them good can'. A. I.. Haecker In
The Duiry Farmer.

vniinJUii,iiP4t

urniture Prices Reduced
Only a few more days until Christmas.

First National Bank
of Clovis
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PEOFITS $135,000.00

Hurry with your Christmas buying.
"Member of the Federal Reserve System"
We have readjusted the prices on almost every line in our
large furniture stock to meet changed conditions. We believe
that our customers are entitled to any changes that there may be
in the lower prices and in keeping with the service we have always given our patrons we are making a marked reduction in
selling prices.

Your Christmas Purchases
Coming at this time these lower prices should prove very
accsptable to our customers. Nothing Makes a Better fift than
some useful article for the home

We Wish You All the
Pleasure of the Season

a tasty piece of furniture or

a new rug that every momhor of the family can enjoy.

Don't hesitate to come in and look over our stock and take
advantage of these new prices that we offer.
No Big Furniture Sale
customers are entitled to.

which our

Just a

United

Magic City Furniture

h

Undertaking Co.

States Depository
FOR POSTAL SAVINGS

"The Quality Furniture Store of Clovis"

JOHNSON BROS.

The First National Bank
"THE PEOPLE'S BANK"

A
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DO'S AND OONrS AT THE P.

Thoughtfulnsts on Part of Patrons of
Uncle 8am Will Assist Clerks
and Carriers.

To our friends and Customers in Clovis
and Curry County we wish a

Greetings of the
Season

put oft mailing that
package until Christmas

ON'T
eve.

Don't neglect to tie it
properly. It Is handled at
least Ave times before It reaches Its
destination.
Don't forget to write your own return address on all parcel post matter.
Don't guess at the postage and give
your friends tbe pleasure of paying
"postage due."
' Don't plaster
Red Cross stamps on
the face of packages or letters; take
care not to "seal" parcel post packages
with them. It raises the rate.
Don't forget that a little thoughtful-oes- e
on your part can help to make'
Chrlatmss happier for Uncle 8am'a
men, bis horses and bis automobiles.
Do mall early, preferably before December 20th, writing on your packages: "Mot to be opened until Christmas."
Do your best to use the post offices
In the forenoon, the earlier the better.
Do write legibly, both the address
to which yoo,are. sending tbe gift and.
your own return address.
De be courteous and "Christmassy'
to the post office men who serve you.
They are handling thousands of pieces
of mall matter.
Do be brief at the counter. Ton
keep someone else waiting If you are
loaded like an express truck, with
packages and foolish questions.

Merry Christmas
We have appeclated your generous patronage during the past year, and assure you of

our hearty

during the coming

f

year.

Stalllngs Grocery Company
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

most pleasant privileges of the year
is that of extending to our many friends and customers our sincere thanks and appreciation for your
patronage and friendship during the past year.
One of the

We extend to you the greetings of the season,
with the earnest hope that the new year will bring
you peace, prosperity and happiness.

W. T. Jackman made a business
trip to points in Oklahoma thii week.

LOCAL MENTION

CLASSIFIED

Clarence Z. Logan of Oklahoma
City, is visiting friends in Clovis.

:

H

ADS:

Mra. S. B. Mcrsfelder returned SatAaron Sadler made a trip to Amaurday from
thort trip to Canyon, rillo Saturday.
IUTB
and Amarillo, Texai, and Tucumcari.
lc Per Word Per Issue
Mrs. S. M. Snoddeny
who lives
For Sale Good Jersey milk cow. north of Texico was shopping in CloSee Dr. W. M. Lancaster, Phone 422, vis Saturday.
FOR SALE Extra fine turkeys, deClevis, New Mexico.
ltp
livered anywhere in city. Mrs. J.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Mullens of Little A. Mathews, route A, Clovis. 1
tc
Groceries and feed delivered any- Rock, Ark., are vimting in the home
where In Clovia. Willmon Bros, at of Mrs. Mullens' sister, Mrs. John D. WANTED Salesman to represent
Lone Star Wagon Yard.
El Paso Fruit Jobbing House. This
Brown.
workb will take only a few minutes
Get our prices on Firestone tirca
will of your time daily and pay you well.
Dr. Warrincr, Chiropractor,
and tubes. We can moke it worth give you surest results in chronic and Apply by letter, P. 0. Box 168, El
your while.
1
tp
quickest in all acute troubles. Carver Paso, Texas.
graduate. Phone 101. Office 118
FOR SALE OR TRADE Two good
South Main St.
Tractors, in good running condi-

i
Make this a

Musical Christmas
Suggestive Gifts: Violins, Guitars, Mandolins, Ukuleles, Banjoes, French Harps, Pianos,
Horns, riuyor
Phonographs,
Rolls, Records, Sheet Music,
Music Satchels, Music and Plny-e- r
Roll Cabinets. Comt Early.
Phone 145

Miss Millicent Griffith of Hereford
was in Clovia the latter part of last
week visiting at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Jeff Roberts on North Connelly
Street. Miss Griffith was formerly
one of the faculty of the Clovis
schools but is now principal of the
Shs has,
high school at Hereford.
however, been acting as superintendent of the schools there for the past
several weeks on account of the fact
thn t!:e
i ir.temler.t Ind his V.r
broken .n an accident recently und
hits been unable to fill the duties of
hit position.

119 E. Monroe
Electric Lights, Lamps and Electric supplies.

Croft Music Co.
Everything Musical

M.

1

FOR SALE One tent, one coal heat
er. 408 N. Mitchell St.

ROOFING
There is no time like the present to
old leaky roof. See
Construction Company for
roofing and reall kinds of built-u- p
pair!. '.it. Rnc.i 20, Barry Building,
Cl:v!:, K. M,

fix that

'

Brown-ThompR-

j

I

FOR "ALE OR TRADE 160 acres
6 tniloa of town, no improvements.
Will trndo for good house and lot in
c
Clovis. Inqiure at News Office.
18-4t-

FOR SALE Six lots, cheap, some
terms.
Call at 205 North Meri
1
tc
R. J. Bobier.
wether.

Steam thresher In good
Cheap. See D. E.
1
tp
Garrison, 119 North Lane.
FOR SALE

tunning order.

FOR SALE A fine Christmas present for the children a white Shetland pony. E. N. Wheeler, Portales,
'
N. M.
WANTED Furnished or unfurnished rooms for light housekeeping.
Notify Robert Ratcliff, general delivery, Clovis.
tp

-
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"THE COURA3E
A

iiiTP.n
OF

7

v

ADU'

MAPjGE

ODOONE

h

JAMES OUVEB. CUBSNOOD
oouC-nOBPtciAi.

to pieces, like a ship hammering on
a reef.
O'DOONE
MARGE
Like a maddened monster the glsnt
'
Curwood)
Oliver
(By James
kept coming on, always trying for the
fatal clinch. And David knew it
In,
bear pit In the Arctic, David There was still one lait chance one
Eaine faced the hulking, brutish giant hope. It was the horrible trick of the
"knee
bush country the
of a mountaineer, uko cave men
the Stone Age, they began their battle break," that he had seen used before
for the possession of a woman. One with terrible effect.
Suddenly he shot himself out a
caw her soul the other her body.
Pitted against this mountain of hundred and sixty pounds of bone
flesh and bone, David's chances were and sinew straight as an arrow
slim. Blow after blow he landed on against the brute's knees, and the
the brutish hulk. . . twice they circled (nry giant went down like a stricken
the blood ipsttered arena. David's steer
That's one of the score or more
face was warm with the gore of his
enemy. But bettered and swollen, thrills and suspense moments in this
the giant came on and on. David was big special Vitagraph production.
This is the Christmas program at
not battling for victory but for hie
Lyceum. You'll enjoy it. Come.
the
himself
beating
literally
life. Be was
THE COURAGE OF

t

THE ROBINSON ART SHOP
"The Photographer in Your TWn,'

119

East Monroe Avenue

Phone 145

WILL LOCATE HERE.

PROGRESS CLUB

12-93- tp

Brown-Thompso-

r':t

GREET!

tp

n
construcover.
tion Co., Room 26, Barry Bldg. 25tfc

'!

N

tion, J. F. Mitchell, one mile east of
Ranchvale. Postoffice, Havener, N.

IF YOU PROPOSE building we can
serve you well. Call and talk it

v.v

MAY

STRAYED One black horse 1516
hands high, right eyeball out, small
knot on left side, branded US. $10
reward to anyone who will bring him
to Clovis. J. H. Singer.
LOST A ledger showing medical accounts.
Finder return to News
office and receive reward. 12-- 1 2 tc
6--

FOR SALE
Or trade for Clovis
property, plains land or cattle, 844
acres of timbered agricultural land,
2
miles from Livingston, county
seat of Polk County, Texas, 60 miles
northeast of Houston, fine winter
climate, no sand storms, no snow
storms, no droughts. See J. J. Carson, real estate agent, or F. W. Flow,
owner, at Aval .in Hotel.
LOST Pair of new mud chains for
Buick car. New, never been taken
out of sack. Finder please return to
my office at ?iew Mexico Land, 'Ml
nnd Cattle Co. A. L. Phillips,
ltp
FOR RENT Bed Room, modern.
Mrs. C. B. Conner, 420 W. Grand. 1
LOST A fountain pen. Finder will
pleas leave at News Office,
ltp

leather hand bag,
Japanese design. Reward to finder
to Teturn to News Office.
ltp
LOST

A small

A. W. Martin, of Perry, Mo., will
Mi's. Cassel entertained the Prog
soon move to Clovis to make his home. ress Club Tuesday afternoon assisted
SWORN IN JANUARY
Mr. Martin pas-ethrough Clovis re- by Mrs. Bowyer.
cently on an automobile trip and was
Answer to roll call with "Past
Working Night and Day to Take so well pleased with this section that Christmas pleasures."
he determined to make his home here.
Mrs. Newton sang two beautiful
Car of Incoming and OutThe good road work done by the solos which were thoroughly enjoyed
going Parcel Pot.
Chamber of Commerce should result by all present.
Thi Countv Commissioners will in many new citizens for Clovis and
Mrs. Masterson gave a splendid
'
meet the latter part of next week to Curry County.
paper on "The Christmas Customs of
wind up this past year's business. On
other countries."
C. H. Hatfield, formerly of San
the first day of the year all the new
The Christmas Grab Bag ' added
officers will take their respective po- Jon, but more recently from Clovis, much fun and laughter to the after
sitions.
and Laura Walthrip of Rana, were noon's program. The Board of Commissioners will married in Tucumcari December 10,
Mrs. Potter was elected a member
by the pastor of the Methodist church. of the club.
be composed of two new members
Dr. J. D. Lynch of Melrose and J. Mr. Hatfield is a minister
in the
Guests of the club were Mrs. Odom,
W. Manning of Hollne. The other Methodist conference, and has many city; and Mrs. Melton, Ft Sumner.
member' will be J. p. Fleming who friends heTe. They expect to make
The club adjourned to meet with
has served on the board for the past their home at Clovis for the present Mrs. Miller January 11th.
two years.
Tucumcari Sun.
Dr. Lynch comes to the boara witn
Mt. and Mrs, R, J. Neal very denrevious experience, having! served
The Ladles Aid of the Christian lightfully entertained Thursday evenChurch entertained the ladiea of the ing in honor of Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
his district during 1917 and 1918.
Mr. Manning is a prominent farmer church Thursday afternoon at a social Stuart The evening was spent in
at the home of Mrs. James Dennis. A games and contests of various kinds.
in the Hollene neighborhood.
Daniel Boone, who will be county very Interesting program was render At a late hour elaborate refreshments
and district clerk, Is well known in the ed consisting of vocal solos, instru were served to Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
county, having filled responsible po- mental solos and readings. Six new Stuart, Mr. and Mra. R. M. Bishop,
sitions with the banks of Clovis. W. members being added to the Aid Mr. and Mrs. Harve Campbell, Mr.
C. Zerwer. who retires as county membership: Mesdames Roberts, Hen- and Mrs. John Lulkart, Mr, and Mra
clerk, has served the county ably due ry, Holland, Towns, Reece, and Price. Ed Nye, Mr. and Mrs. Jno. Howard,
ing the past few years, and retires Delicious refreshments were served to Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Collins, Mr. and
Mrs. G. H. Watson, Mrs. Earl Cassel
from the office with a record lor ei- - about fifty ladies.
ficiency seldom equalled by a public
and Mrs. A. S. Bensley.
Mrs. J. C. Norria of Texico was
official.
'
Edward Morgan, son of County
Mrs. C. V. Steed assumes the po shopping in Clovis Saturday.
Treasurer J. Simpoon Morgan, who
sition of Jas. M. Bickley as county
Miss Thelma Reagan, who hes been is attending school at Albuquerque,
unerintendent. Mr. Bickley has made
'.ttending the T. C. U. at Fort Worth, will spend the Christmas holidays at
one of the most efficient county sup
Texas, will apend the holidays at home.
erintendents in the state. Mrs. Steed home.
expert-ence
has had a number of years
Big reduction ia prices en furai- as a teacher and has served as
Mies Belle Sadler and Misa Bertha
assistant in the county superintend- Broome left Wednesday for Ama- ,ture, rugs aad stoves for aeal twe
ent's office, so will keep up the ef rillo where they will visit friends Nreeke. Clevis Furniture aad Uader
taluag Company.
ficient of the office.
during the holidays.
A. L. Phillips will be new Probate
Judge, taking the place of C. V
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Herod will
Steed. Mt. Phillips is at present spend the Christmas holiday at Alva,
Make this a
County Commissioner from the Bell- - Oklahoma, visiting at the home of
view district
i
Mr. Herod's parents.
Sheriff S. D. Dean, Assessor George
The News Classified ads get results
Roach, and Treasurer J. 8. Morgan.
Suggestive Gifts: Violins, Guiwill enter on their second terms on
tars, Mandolins,Ukuleles, Ban.
January let.
joes, - French Harps, Pianos,
J. C. Carruth of Texico was in I have been In the Building BusiHorns, Player
Phonographs,
Clovis Saturday.
Rolls, Records,) 8hwt Music,
ness 25 years and have superintended
Music Satchels, Music and PlayW. F. West of this city, who was work for over 15 years, waa general
er Roll Cabinets. Come Early.
work
S.
U.
on
Government
foreman
operated on at Hereford, Texas, last
any119 E. Monro
Phone 145
Thursday, la getting along nicely ac- for 7 years, qualified to handle
cording to word received this week. thing in the building line. Will
the work is desired.
.
Co.
Bi reductloa la prices ea feral
Inn. ruM ftmJl alov far BOSt twe
Everything Musical '
Weeks.
Clovis Furniture and Under.
Reldorla Hotel
taking Company.
d

-
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llssical Christmas

Builder's Notice

'.

coa-tra- ct

CrcftKssic

R F.White
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Merry Cflmstaaas

A Safe, Sound and
Strong ank

To each of our many friends in Clovis and Curry
County.

...

Our Big Sale on Shoes will last a Few
Days Longer.
Don't Miss These
Splendid Christmas Bargains

,

1

S. A.

JONES
0. S. HART
CASH RAMEY
. Directors

!'

under the terms r.nd conditions of
of scid note and mortgage the sum
hundred twenty-nin- o
at twenty-twdollars, with interest
and
thereon at the rate of ten per cent,
from November 24, 1920, and
Whereas there is due the further
tbirty-fou- r
sum of three hundred
dollurs as attorney's fees
and
under the terms of said mortgage, and
Whereas, default hun been made as
aforesaid in said note and the mortgage securing the same.
Now therefore, pursuant to the authority contuined in the said .mortgage, the undersigned mortgagee will
on the 20th day of January, 1921,
at the hour of 10:00 o'clock a. m., at
the front of the Court House, in the
City of Clovia, County of Curry, New
Mexico, offer for sale and sell at a
pnlilio aucti.in for cash In hand to the
highest and best bidder, the above
motor truck.
Witness the hnnd of tha mortgagee
this twenty-firs- t
day of December,

Company, a corporation, his certain
IMPLORES HARDING
TO STOP SMOKING chattel mortgage in writing upon and
covering one Master Truck Motor
Topekn, Kan., Dec. 20. Miss Lucy
Car, motor No.70301, model W, four
Page Guston wants President-Eletwo ton enpneity, to
Hnrding to "swear off" smoking cig- cylinders, and
secure the payment of u ceratin
arettes. As superintendent of the In- promissory note made by the said C.
League, O. Cain
ternational
to the said Oklahoma Motor
she announced she had sent a letter t) Securities Company in the sum of
Senator Hording usking him not to twenty-twhundred twenty nine and
smoke ligatTettes. ;
dollars, payable in installtwenty-twand
A nice piece of furniture or a rag ments of two hundred
dollars on the twenty-fourtwill make a nice gift for any member
of the family. Big two week's reduc- duy of November, 1920, and two
twenty-twand
tion now on at Clovis Furniture Co. hundred
on each succeeding nunth thereI treat all diieases and disorders of after, up to and including the twenty-fourtday of August, 1921, and,
women
and
attend confinement
Whereas, it was provided in said
cases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.
note thet if default be mude in the
NOTICE OF SALE UNDER CHAT-TLpaymunt in any installment when due,
MORTCACE
then all the remaining installments
should become due and jiayable at
once, and,
Notice is hereby given that whereWhereas, default was made in the
as on the third day of November, payment of the installment due No1020, C. O. Cain, as mortgagor, made, vember 24, 1920, and said installment
executed, acknowledged, and deliver- has not been paid, and,
ed to the Oklahoma Motor Securities
Whereas, there is due at this time
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$13.50

0

o

now

0

$12.50

$12.50 Florsheim Shoes

o

$9.95
25

0

All other Men's Shoes at
REDUCTION
A big stock of Children's, Misses
and Boys Shoes going at a
Big Reduction

now
$9.50
$10.00 Women's Shoes, now $7.50
All other Ladies shoes at a big
Reduction

;t

,

$18.00 Shoes, now
$15.00 and $17.00 Shoes

$12.50 and $13.00 Shoes,

.,.

J. E. LINDLEY

'

Florsheim Shoes
For Men

$11.50

Tiio Citizens Bank of Clovis

.,

O. W. SINGLETON
C. E. DENNIS

ABREAST OF THE GENERAL REDUCTION IN PRICES
IN ALL LINES, WE ARE PUTTING ON A BIG REDUCTION
IN SHOE PRICES, EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY.
IN THIS BIG REDUCTION ARE INCLUDED LADIES',
MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S SHOES, HIGH CLASS SHOE
VALUES AT REDUCTIONS WHICH MEAN A SUBSTANTIAL SAVING.

Ladies' Red Cross kid boots, covered Louis heel, regular price
$15.00, now,
J. ..$9.95
Ladies' Red Cross, brown and
black, regular price $15.00, now

h

o

0

h

E

Wiedmann Shoe Store
Shoe Repairing A Specialty

n
games.

The date will be announced

later.

GRADY NEWS
The new stage curtain is now finished. Mr. Morris is to be congratulated upon his abilities.
The school truck has been exchanged for an emergency truck while it
is being repaired.
The Grady Basketball teams went
to Hollene last Friday afternoon and
played the last sched'ilcd game of the
season. The boys lost a snappy and
hard fought game by 18-The girls
won a short game by a narrow margin of
These games determined
the championship teams of the northern half of the county: Hollene boys
and Grady girls.
The San Jon teams of Quay County will be here soon to play basketball. We ate expecting some good
4--

Dr. Guclahkunst, connected with
the State Department of Health and
the United States Department of Public Health, was here last week to deliver some real interesting and vital
health questions,
Mr. Alfred Pettigrew left last Saturday afternoon for a short visit to
various relatives in Missouri.
Mr. Collins and family have gone
to Texas for the holidays.
Jack Gray, one of our students,
left Wednesday for his home in Texas to spend the holidays.
Messrs. Fanning and Hobbs, and
Miss Annie Thomas and sister were
in Clovis for the weekend.
There will be a Christmas tree and
short program at the school auditorium Friday night, December 24th.
Everyone is invited.
,
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Cyrenius wai governor of Syria.)
And Joseph also went up from Galilee,
out of the city of Nazareth, into Judea, unto
the city of David, which is called Bethlehem,
(because he waa of the house and lineage of
David).
To be taxed with Mary his espoused
wife, being great with child.
And so it was, that while they were there,
the days were accomplished that she should be delivered.
And she brought forth her first-bor-n
ion, and wrapped
him in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger; because
there was no room for them in the inn.
And there waa it the same country shepherds abiding in
the field, keeping watch over their flock by night
And. lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the
glory of the Lord Shone round about them; and they were sore

Miniature Christmas Emblem May
Surrounded With Presents Tied
With Red Ribbon.

(Qhrislmas

Be

the table with a
Christmas tree, one of the
toy ones, and pile around Its
foot a quantity of presents
tied with red ribbons.
These should bo only what a college
man would call "grinds" perhaps a
tiny tin piano for a would-bperformer, a lantern for the one the points of
whose jokes are dllllcult to see, a
placid paper golf bag for the enthusiastic player, and so on, each with a
rhyme or quotation, says Hnrper'e
Bazar. If one considers a goose a
somewhat undignified bird, ducks may
be exchanged for it, cither the domestic fowl or the more expensive canvas-bac- k
or redhead. Pried celery ts very
good with duck, the crlspest pieces
dropped In batter and then cooked In
deep fat. But the apple sauce croquettes should not bo omitted even
with this. For this Informal dinner
there Is a very good and Innocuous
drink to serve with the heavy course-sw- eet
elder,' spiced and sugared te
taste, cooked ten minutes and served
ECOKATB

tVYYWVoM

e

afraid.
And the angel said unto them: Fear not) for behold I
bring you good tidings of great Joy, which shall be to all
the people.
For unto you is born this day, in the city of David, a

if'

J

Savior, which is Christ the Lord.
And this shall be a sign onto you; Ye shall find the babe
wrapped' in swaddling clothes, lying In a manger.
And suddenly then was with the angel a multitude of
' the heavenly host praising
Cod, and saying, '
Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, food
. wiu Hwirg men.
'
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YOU WILL FIND IN OUR STORE
ELECTRIC GRILLS

ELECTRIC CURLING IRONS
ELECTRIC PERCOLATORS
ELECTRIC TOASTERS
ELECTRIC CHAFING DISHES
ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES
VACUUM CLEANERS
FLASHLIGHTS

.I'-

v

beautiful legends
that of the GlasThe thorn tree grew

the most
ONE Chrlstmcs
Is

tonbury thorn.
at Glastonbury Abbey, lo Somersetshire, and was supposed to have developed from the staff of Joseph of
Arlmathea. According to the legend,
Joseph came to Glastonbury and while
lie was resting on a hill, afterward
known as Weary All hilt, he stuck his
staff In the earth. The staff Immediately grew green and budded, and at
Christmas time It blossomed Into
beautiful flowers.
One chronicler ststes that during
Queen Elizabeth's reign the thorn had
a double trunk, but that a somewhat
bigoted Puritan, who disliked the tree
because to his mind It smacked of
popery, started to cut It down, and
succeeded In demolishing one of the
trunks.. A miracle rescued the remaining trunk of the, tree by causing
a chip bt wood to fly np and hit the
Purita'uJ the eye, while at the same
slipped snd cut his leg.
lime
Later tbe tree was grubbed up, but
a number of smaller trees raised from)
slips of i the original are said to be
owned y persons In tne neighborhood.

,.

.,

,':

J

THAT WILL MAKE THE WHOLE YEAR A HAPPIER ONE.
HERE ARE A FEW OF THE MANY PRACTICAL GIFTS

Glastonbury, Subject of)
Beautiful Legends ef Christmas,
Was Doomed to Destruction.

i
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Shopping, Iftst

Blooming

iS

OKLAHOMA MOTOR
SECURITIES COMPANY

22-4t- c

TOY TREE TABLE DECORATION

(Luke Si

IT came to pass in those days, that there
went out a decree from Caesar Augustas, that
all the world should be taxed.
(And this taxing was first made when

A. I). 1020.

aoc&oocxQooCKQcoxQcoocjQrxacy

YULETIDE THORN TREE SAVED
ND

1

.

YOUR BUSINESS APPRECIATED

A pair of shoes always makes an
appropriate Christmas gift

While They Last

1

,

BRUNSWICK

.

s

.

AND RECORDS

I
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OTHER GIFTS THAT ARE PLEASING AS WELL AS PRACTICAL
ONLY SEVEN MORE SHOPPING DAYS TILL CHRISTMAS.

AND NUMEROUS

DO YOUR

SHOPPING NOW
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Now therefore. I. the undersigned
sheriff, pursuant to said judgment, do
horoby give notice that on tne zstn
day of December. A. D. 1920, I will
sell the above described property to

nAWtmiL

satisfy the aid sum of $201.82, with
$2.02 accrued interest to date of sale,
and that said sale of said property
will be held at the front door of the
Court House in Clovis, Curry County,
New Mexico, at the hour of two
o'clock p. m., the said 28th day of
December, 1920, and shall be at pub-li- e
auction for cash in hand to the
highest and beat bidder.
Witness my hand this 30th day of
November, 1920.
1
S. O. DEAN, Sheriff.
te

ClDh

KdnpEmnfe
NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S

SALE

otice is hereby given that under
and by virtue of that certain judgment and order of the District Court
made and entered on the 18th day of
October, A. D. 1920r in an action
therein pending wherein Lydia P.
Simpkinson was plaintiff and G. C.
Dumas was defendant, and which said
action waa a suit brought b; said
plaintiff against said defendant to re

cover from said defendant the sum of
$201.82 and in which judgment was
rendered against said defendant for
said sum on the said 18th day of
October, 1920, and in 'which judg
ment the writ of attachment issued in
said action and under which the undersigned sheriff has taken possession
of one certain Ford automobile, was
Ordered foreclosed and the said automobile sold to satisfy the plaintiff's
claim.

I HAVE A

Carpet

Hamilton-Beec- h

Washer

TO WASH YOUR CARPETS

wash them on the floor and it is thoroughly
done, and you will be plased with the work.

I

and

I thank the ladies of Clovis for their
I am going to try to please them.

patronage,

Leave Orders at City Drug Co. No. 1

J. R DENHOF
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
YEARS EXPERIENCE

Equipment
All Work Guaranteed
Up-to-D-

ate

DENHOF JEWELRY CO.
PHONE 97 FOR JOB PRINTING OP ALL KINDS.

4

The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.
There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?
is our earnest advise that you build now
that you come to us for your estimates.

It

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Telephone 23

Clovis, New Mexico

FARMERS STATE BANK OP CLOVIS
We invite your business upon the most
terms consistent with prudent banking

This has been an unusually good crop year in Curry County,
and many of our fanners are realizing an enormous yield from
their grain crops.
Many wish to hold their grain until the market is better, and
are confronted with the problem of storage space.

If you want to hold your grain, and want to build a granary,
let us figure with you. We are headquarters for all building
supplies and we will be glad to help you with your plans.
See us today.

t:
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To the Defendants, Drew Dunn,

J. Wyatt, Walter Pettitte,
ner and Amcas Killen:

ONG-REL-

C

LUMBER

L

"It Costs No More

C. H. Stag- -

You, the above named defendants
and each of you, are horoby notified
that suit has been filed and is now
pending in the District Court of Curry County, New Mexico, wherein Jeff
S. Williams is plaintiff and you the
said Drew Dunn, C. J. Wyatt, Walter
Pettitte, C. H. Stagner and Amess
Killen are defendants, that said suit
is numbered 1601 on the Civil docket
of said Court, and Patton & Hatch,
wheuo poutoffice address
is Clovis,
Now Mexico, are attorneys for the
plaintiff.
You arc further notified that the
gencrr.l o'ejxts of said suit are as
follows: to obtain judgment on six
notes executed by Drew Dunn and C.
Wyatt to the plaintiff in the total
sum of 11,200, 1136.63 accrued
interest to April 28, 1920, and ac

HARRY SAGER

Latest Most

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
To William Franklin Smith, Mary
fan Smith, (the name Mary Jane be-i- n
fictitious for the reason her true
name is unknown) wife of said William Franklin Smith: The unknown
heirs of said William Franklin Smith
and Mary Jane Smith, if deceased;
and all unknown claimants of interests
in the premises herein described ad'
verse to the Plaintiff: You are here
by notified that a suit has been com
menced against you and is now pend
ing in the District Court of Curry
County, New Mexico, in which S. J.
Pieratt is plaintiff and you are defendants, said cause being No. 1697
on the docket thereof, the object and
general nature of which is to quiet
the title of plaintiff, and to debar and
estop you and each of you ar.d all per
sons claiming under you or any of you
from having or claiming any interest
or estate in and to the following real
estate situate in Curry County, New
The north half of the
Mexico,
quarter, the southeast
northwest
quarter of the northwest quarter and
the northwest quarter of the north'
east quarter of Section 1, Township 6
North, Range 36 east; as will fully
appear by the complaint herein; ana
that unless you be and appear in said
court or file answer herein, on or be
fore the 1st day of February, 1921,
decree
and judgment by
default will be taken against you.
Witness my hand at Clerk and the
seal of said cour'. this 11th day of
December, 1920.
(SEAL)
W. C. ZERWER, Clerk.
Walter W. Mayes, Clovis, New
Mexico, Attorney for Tlaintiff.

C

NOTICE OF SUIT.

Rugs and, carpets cleaned for neighboring towns
if brought to Clovis.

15

A Message to
Ttie farmer!;

Telephone No. 15

W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

The Kentucky Iron; Works,
TRIBUNE Special
AMARILLO
clubbing rate of only $6.60 for the
and general Jrepair work.
Departmentsf the Interior, U. S. Daily Tribune
cyland the Clovis News We make a specialty of
Land Office at Fort Sumner, New for a short time only
inders and lath work.
Mexico, Nov. 29, 1920.
Notice is hoieby given that Clar
ence L. AlcClelian, or uovis, in, ai.,
who, on September 24, 1920, made
Homestead Entry No.
additional
LANE & SONS GRAIN COMPANY
017550, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8 and 12, Sec 1; SV4 NEH, Sec. 2,
Implements, Coal and Grain
Township 1 S., Range 36 E., N. M. P.
Our Motto:
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
v
3 ,
proof to es
to make Final Three-yea- r
The
Price
Thing"
tablish claim to tl.o land above de
scribed, before C. V. Steed, Probate
See us before you sell.
Judge, in his office at Clovis, N. M.,
on the 6th day of January, 1921.
S. W. LANE, Manager
Claimant names as witnesses:
Baker O. Faville, James A. Moss,
Benjamin Franklin, Richard Pulliam,
all of Texico, N. M.
W. R. McGill, Register.
black-umithi- nt

"The

A WOMAN'S BACK
AcWiee of This Clovis Woman
Is of Certain Value.

Many
woman's back has many
aches and pains.
Oft times it is the kidney's fault.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
are so effective. Ask your neighbor.
Many Clovis women know this.
Read what one has to say about It:
Mrs. John W. Fisher, 608 W. Otero
Ave., Clovis, says "I suffered with sn
awful weakness in my back and felt
My kidneys were weak
miserable.
and caused me much annoyance, and
many times I was troubled with swel
ling of my hands and feet. Dizzy
spells were common and flashes aird
specks came before my eyes, blur
ring my sight I was all run down
when I began taking Doan's Kidney
Pills. They quickly relieved me snd
YOU CAN'T DODGE IT.
before long removed the trouble."
n
60c, at all dealers.
The Youth's Companion recalls the Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
8
boy who was cautioned to keep quiet
lest the guests might think him
News Classified ads get results.
fool. He succeeded so well that the
guests concluded he was the! real ar
CaUrrbal Deafness Cannot Ee Cured
ticle:
tboy cannot rtaoh
local applications,
Thus there is no escaping some by
portion ot tho oar. Th.ro to
lb
doafnoaa,
way
euro
catarrhal
to
on
nit
form of publicity. Tho man who and
that to by a eoiutltutlonal Mrady.
thinks he is not advertising is in real Catarrhal DtafnoM la oauard or an (
muoooa lining
condition of
ity giving the strongest snd worst tho Buitachlan Tub.. Iht Wh.n toll tub to
you hat. a rumbling wound ar
Indamrd
publicity to tho fact that ha is behind
hearing, and whoa It la onllroiy
bcafiiua la tho mull Unl.oo tho
tho time It is only a question of cloord,
Inflammation laa bo roduo.d and tbla tuba
hearing
what one will advertise and how. rc'Too) to Ha normal condition,
wl.i bo deatroyed forovor. Many mom of
But advertise he does every wak doarnroa ar oaaood by aatairh, which to
aa InOam.d condition of tho mucoua
ing minute. Ex.
Hall's Catarrh Medicine aota thru
Foster-Milbur-

dlad

eur-fa-

tho khMd oa Um tnuoeu

If

It Right."

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

cruing interest thereafter at 8 per
annum until paid, the further sum of
$135.63 attorney's fees and for a
further judgment against all of the
above named defendants for the foreclosure of that certain vendor's lien
retained In said notes and in the deed
conveying premises hereafter described from Jeff S. Williams to
Drew Dur.n and C. J. Wyatt, and The
which said lien is upon and covers the
Southeast Quarter of Section Five,
Township Three North, Range Thir
East, In Curry County, New
Mexico, and which lien was given and
retained to secure the payment of
the aforesaid notes.
You will further take notice that
unless you appc.tr herein on or be
fore the 29th day of January, A. D.
1921, judgment by default will be
rendered against you and each of ysu
and the plaintiff will epply to the
Court for tho relief preyed for in
lis oaid complaint.
Witness my hand and seal this 15th
day of December, A. D. 1920.
(SEAL)
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk.

To Built

aurfaoea

of tho

we had our lives to live over "'wTwIII 10 Ona Hundred Dollars for
aaca ( Catarrhal Deafnee that oannol
again the probabilities we could make any
bo cured by Hall'a Catarrh Medicine. Ctr
fr... All Druaflata, Too.
nlan
our mistakes much more easily.
CO.. Triads, o.
F. J. CHENS!

Is

Business Is Good
Full Line of Groceries
Snow White Flour None Better

Work Clothes, Oil and Gas
i

Rawleigh's Remedies

We sell the celebrated W. W. Feed Grinder.

If

you see this machine and its work, you'll buy one.

THAT'S ALL.
Again the chilly days are here, and again we
extend to one and all our annual invitation to make
our store headquarters, whether to purchase or to
visit. You are alike welcome around our big red
stove.

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION
P. B. PAYNE, Hasarer

,
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RED BLOSSOMS

&PJ.

ARE FAVORED

American and Liberty Roses, Carna
tions and Immortelles Among Popular Christmas Flowers.

mm

CHRISTMAS
YY
jL mild
warm

eve-com-

mm
89

II
'

To our patrons and loyal friends who took
a part in the upbuilding of our institution, as
well as those we hope to serve in the future,
we extend our sincere wishes for a MERRY
CHRISTMAS and a PROSPEROUS and
HAPPY NEW YEAR.

1
Farmers State Bank
of Clovis

In

and
and Christ
mas morning follows Its gentle prophecy, the city florists
will bo happy. That will
mean that the thousands of boxes of
Christmas flowers which must be delivered on Christinas forenoon can go
ut with only tho ordinary packing
But should there be freezing weather,
every flower must be packed In cotton,
which doubles the labor and the tlJte
necessary. Even with the mild Christ-mnwhich Is the florist's delight, the
force In the big retail flower stores
works all night the night before Christmas. From midnight until 7 o'clock
In the morning all hands are busy
packing the boxes which In a few
hours are to convey Christmas remembrances. At 7 o'clock the delivery
wagons start, and before noon all the
fragile blooms have reached the feminine hands for which they were purchased. Probably 20,000 such boxes
are delivered every Christmas morning In Now York. One dealer In a
fashionable residence district has sent
out between 300 and 400 every Christmas morning for many yenis.
The "mixed box" ranges from $10
to $00 In price. It Is a very modest
little box for the first price just half
a dozen roses, a dozen carnations, a
bit of "Christmas green." In tho $30
box there will be probably half a
dozen American Beauties, half a
dozen
liberty roses of
the rich, velvety, deep crimson varl-etsome violets, some "valley," some
mignonette to sweeten the whole box;
perhaps some sweet peas and hyacinths, a bit of heliotrope and always
some holly and a red satin ribbon to
tie the whole.
These expensive boxes nre simply
pretty (rules, sent to tho rich, by
those who hie not sufficiently Indebted
or on sufTclently Intimate terms to
send more costly or substantial gifts.
The very evanescence of tho flowers
makes them superlatively luxurious.
Fifty dollars for flowers that fade In
a day makes the attention more delicate than four or five times that
amount put Into some moro durable
trifle.
Bed Is
the Clirlstmns
color, and red carnations nnd red roses
are the favorite purchases. The red
Immortelles, also, go In great bunches
for Christmas decorations In houses
of both high and low degree. These
Immortelles nre real flowers, though
some people have a notion they are
mdo of paper. The natural color Is
yellow, and they grow In the south of
France, where great fields of them may
be seen dried and dyed for the mar-ke- t.
It Is a great Industry there. Europeans use them largely to the exclusion of fresh flowers for all occasions
They ore dyed In all colors for the
market, and thousands upon
thousands of boxes of the red ones nre
Imported to New York every yenr for
the Christmas trade. They cannot be
successfully grown In America, owing
to climatic Ul (Terences.
A few have
been produced lu Texas, hut the florists suy hey are not "right."

A Snow Picture
Laid in the
Canadian Northwest

Author of "God' Country and the
Women," "the River'- - Zui," "Back
to God' Country."

It Will Be Hard for
You to Forget
the bloody fight between two grii- sly beer,
the haunted hut of Taviih,
the teareh of Marge in the wilder- -

neu,
the gruelling battle between two
men in a, bear pit,
the wolf dog outlaw, Beree,
Marie and David' fight when
caught in the net,
the strange meeting far from civilisation,
the grandeur, beauty, thrill and
adventure of it all.
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Trees and Fires.
doubtful whether any single
agency has caused more fires than
Christmas trees. These are covered
with inflammable ornaments and kept
until the branches are a- - dry as Hinder. The practice o decorating with
candles and lighting these In order to
beautify the tre Is the main source
of dancer. There Is something so
pleasing and satisfactory about Christmas trees that no one feels like giving them up, or opposing their use,
but they nre a source of loss and danger. Something should he done to
eliminate the danger, even though It
should reduce the number of trees.
Until regulations from the outside Interfere with the practice, It will be
well for every person who Indulges In
tho luxury to have a garden hose
ready for Immediate use In case the
tree catches Arc. Those who hove no
means for extinguishing a tiro should
not have a tree From the Kansas
City Journal.

It

R, A. Lowe, Mr. and Mm.

CAMERON NEWS

Mrs. Birdie Cogdill's brother from
Texas is visiting her.
While attempting to crank his engine with his foot last week, Henry
Stovall mashed his foot very badly.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Leach spent
last week in Clovis with their daughter, Mrs. Ruby Hendrix.
H. L. Caughran moved his house
and Lams to his well this week.
J. A. Leach butchered some hogs
Monday.
A merry crowd attended the party
at Burchell Baker's Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Boney of Grady
called at their stare here Sunday.
Jess Burnett of Clovis is working
on J. W. Fryar's new ten room house.
Grovcr Cogdill and family, Dallas
Johnston and family, Mesdamcs Edna
Johnston and Odie Youngblood and
their children, and Mr. and Mrs. J.
Z. Isler were dinner guests of Mrs.
M. A. Johnston Sunday.
Charlie Ganri and family left lust
week for a visit with relatives at
Bonham, Texas
Sherman Shelton and family and
Jess Burnett spent Sunday at the
home of J. R. Burnett.
Sue Hammons is helping Aline
Scott cook for thresher hands this
Week.

Grant Hutchinson returned recently from atrip out west to the mountains.
Rev. Crawford preached at New
Hope Sunday morning, took dinner
with R. A. Lowe and preached again
at three o'ebek.
Grover Cogdill and Grover Patterson have each been freighting
Christmas trees to Clovis.
Leo and Charlie Woods each took
load of wheat to Clovis Monday,
driving four horses to each wagon.
Their mother also went.

J. Z.
Isler, Ella Burnett, Winnie Dethragc,
and Edna Johnston made a trip to
Clovis Monday and purchased
the
treat for the Christmas tree at New
Hope.
Cleveland Johnston and family and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mote left Wednesday for a trip to visit relatives at
Wellington, Texas. They expect to
return before Christmas.
Robert Johnston is working near
Ranger, Texas.

FAMOUS HOUSE STILL STANDS
Mansion Erected by Thomas Hancock
on Beacon Hill, Boston, Splendid
Piece el Architecture.

The first house of distinction to ba
liullt on liencon hill, In liostnn, tho
highest of three elevations which gave
to the city tho numo of
and which was the center of
military, social and religious life, was
erected by Thomas llnneoek, nn uncle
of the llevolutiiinnry hero. Thin was
In 17117.

Buy furniture for your homo now.
It whs a henutlful mnnmon, built
Everything-greatlreduced for two of stone, with the ground laid out In
weeki. Furniture hat not come down orchards and gardens, and It was here
on the market but we mud reduce our that the first tree nursery In Boston
tock. Clovi Furniture and Under
was started. Inside great taste was
.'
shown In the furnishings, the druwlng-rootaking Company.
containing a rare st't of bird's-eymaple, covered with red daniask.
Plum Pudding of Other? bays.
Hancock was a lavish host, and
A great deal lins been sfjl,' written
gave n famous breakfast to the officers
plunt?
bidding
sung
of
nnout
the
nnd
of the French fleet.
old England, but centurlcf jSo It had a
While the French troops were In Bos-Ioformldublo rival for ejr"' jrenn favor
forty or more of the officers dined
porridge.
known as
t the house every day. On one occaIt consisted of beef or mutton made
Into a broth, thickened with brown sion, however, so many unexpected
bread, which was then thoroughly guesls appeared that Madam Hancock
was driven to despair to know how
boiled after raisins, currants, prunes,
to provide for them, so she had servcloves, ninee and ginger had bovn added. This dish Is now entirely obsolete, ants milk all the cows pastured on the
though
"Poor Richard's Almonac" common, whether this was agreeable
mentions It as Into as 1750, and a Mrs. to their owners or not. The Imk'so Is
In yet considered a splendid piece of
Fracr, who published a
rch lecture.
Edinburgh ln 1701, announcing herself on lis title page as the only teacher of tho great art of cookery In, that
Keeps Old Violin.
city, gives a recipe for making It,
Son Antonio, Tex. An ancient viowhile Brand, the popular antiquary,
lin Is owned by A. L. Campbell, which
tells how be purtook of It at a ChristIs kept with the records of th court
mas dinner In the mansion of an old
English gentleman In 1801, but It lias In the safety vault. The Instrument
has that mellowness of tone which
long since been wholly supplemented
only age gives the violin. The lineage
by pluiri pudding. The origin of the
hitter Is veiled Into obscurity. The of this antique is thus traced by Mr.
which makes any Campbell: "I bought It about 19 yeurs
earliest
rcferice to It Is tho ono by Mrs. ago from an old Itulfnn, who had
played on It for 15 years. He In turn
Frar.er already referred to as containreceived It from a German boy In Galing a recipe for plum pottage.
veston, In whose family It was on
In the, Interior of the InSpecial heirloom."
TRIBUNE
AMARILLO
Is barely visible In old Gerstrument
clubbing rate of only $6.50 for the
"Josef
man type the following:
Daily Tribune and tho Clovis News Klots, Mlltcnwalde In anno 1703, Oer- 1
only
fir a short time
n
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ALSO SHOWING
Two Reel Larry Semon Comedy

About the Mistletoe
bis "Art of
observes, "If
one hang mistletoe about the
neck the witches enn have no
power of him." Some lingering
superstition
remains In the
present day, and In ninny houses
a bunch Of the mistletoe Is sus
pended from the celling, under
which the male part of the as
sembly have tho privilege of
taking tho ladles and saluting
them. At the same time thev
should wish them a huppy new
year and present them with one
of the berries for good luck. In
S other places people try by lots
8 by the cracking of tho leaves
S
j and berries In the Are.

COLES,

In

An Unsatisfactory Plan.
"Why, Johnny," snld the caller, as
the lad wept hltterly, "crying on
Christmas morning?"
"Yuh yesslr." sobbed Johnny. "We
all agreed In our family this yenr to
each other only what wo
needed most."
"Well, that Isn't such a had Idea, la
It? Nothing to cry about, anyhow,
eh?"
sobbed Johnny,
'It's
"t'ud gave me a llckln'."
(iig-glv-
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"THE STAGE HAND"
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON
AT THE
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Christmas Night
TEY TO GET IN

Special Matinee Christinas Day
Constance Talmadge in "Good References"

